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MBA program prepares for move 
In Jan. 2014, the Clemson MBA program will move to the new One Greenville site in downtown Greenville. 
ANDY BURNS 
MANAGING EDITOR 
The new One Greenville site, 
located at the corner of Washington 
and Main in downtown Greenville, 
will be the new home of the Clemson 
masters in business administration 
program starting in Jan. 2014. 
The sustainable complex features 
a number of eco-friendly features 
that are in line with Clemson's 
sustainability initiatives and 
mandated LEED silver certification 
for all new buildings. 
Hughes Development Corp., also 
located on Main Street in downtown 
Greenville, hired Denver-based 4240 
Architecture to design the exterior 
of the complex. Consisting of two 
towers, the sprawling 375,000 square 
foot development cost a handsome 
$100 million. 
The site will feature a combination 
of retail and office space, including 
the new headquarters of CertusBank, 
currently located in Easley, S.C., 
and the Clemson MBA program. 
The masters in accounting, masters 
in management and masters in 
real   estate   development   programs 
will join the MBA program as new 
tenants in the building. 
Connected only by the lower 
four floors, the building is divided 
up into two sections, the north tower 
called phase one and the south tower 
called phase two. 
The main building of phase 
one is complete, except for the 
interior, while the exterior of phase 
two is scheduled for a June 2013 
completion date. Clemson will 
occupy the ground floor entrance 
and floors five through eight of the 
north tower. 
Through an agreement with 
Hughes Development, the Clemson 
Land Stewardship Foundation was 
able to purchase their 70,000 square 
foot space at a discounted rate from 
the developer. LS3P Associates 
LTD. will design the interior of 
Clemson's space. 
4240 Architecture specializes in 
designing sustainable structures like 
One Greenville. 
The building features special 
glass that cuts down on glare, solar 
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see MBA page A2      The new building has eco-friendly features, will be LEED certified and is located on Main Street in downtown Greenville. 
Acclaimed author of 
"Silver Sparrow" visits 
Tayari Jones holds a book reading and provides advice to students. 
i      KAYLA COBB 
SENIOR COPY EDITOR 
What if your father had a whole 
separate family from you, another 
wife, another house and another 
child just like you? What if that 
second family was not a surprise to 
you but a fact you had to live with 
every day? 
That is the issue Dana Yarboro 
faces in Tayari Jones's latest novel 
"Silver Sparrow." The novel focuses 
on two teenage girls as they sort 
through their families' secrets and 
father's sins. Jones came to Clemson 
Wednesday,   Feb.  25   for  a  reading 
Blue Key hosts 
"The Pursuit" 
Three-day scavenger hunt supporting SEF 
ERIN GOTTERBARM 
STAFF WRITER 
see AUTHOR page A2      The author of "Silver Sparrow," Tayari Jones, spoke at 356 on Wednesday. 
there,   students   must  compete  to 
find  the  next  clue  that  leads  to 
the next clue and the next, until 
Blue Key is an honor society on     ultimately, students reach the last 
campus that selects students who     spot in which a Blue Key member 
have   demonstrated   excellence   in     is waiting with the prizes. 
scholarship, leadership, and service. Teams  do   not  have  to  finish 
This   year,   Blue   Key  will   be     first to be guaranteed a prize, 
holding their second annual event, This  year,   prizes   range   from 
"The Pursuit" a three-day challenge tickets to the Avett Brothers, who 
intended to engage students on are coming to Clemson in April, Eno 
Clemson History. hammocks and tours of the West 
"The   Pursuit"   is   a  scavenger     End Zone, 
hunt style that students compete in "All   of   the   proceeds   go   to 
pairs for a low fee of $10 per student support the Clemson Student 
and receive a Pursuit T-shirt. Emergency   Fund.   The   Student 
Through    Blue    Key's    social     Emergency   Fund   is   set   up   and 
media and website, the initial clue 
is released at a stated time. From see PURSUIT page A4 
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Tigra Scientifica: Frankenfish or Futurefish? 
A genetically-modified salmon could be the future of the fishing industry. 
CHRIS KING 
STAFF WRITER 
Some have jokingly called it the 
"Frankenfish," but with another 
hurdle completed in the Food and Drug 
Administration's approval process, we could be 
seeing a new kind of fish on our food shelves 
in the near future. 
This fish, the AquAdvantage salmon made 
by AquaBounty Technologies, grows twice as 
fast as normal Atlantic salmon, allowing it 
to be sold cheaper and produced faster than 
normal salmon. 
Although it has this added benefit, many 
conservative politicians and researchers 
have expressed serious concerns toward the 
ecological and health aspects of growing 
and consuming these fish. Due to rapidly 
declining population stocks, it is becoming 
tougher to argue that we should hold off on 
approval any longer. 
AquaBounty engineered this salmon 
by inserting both a Pacific salmon's growth 
hormone gene and a promoter gene from an 
eel-like creature called an Ocean Pout into the 
salmon's genome. 
These genes work together to allow the 
salmon to grow year-round, instead of only 
during the spring and summer, which is 
the salmon's traditional growth period. This 
speeds up the time it takes to reach maturity 
to 18 months, rather than the normal three 
years.   Many   have   been   misled   to   believe 
this fish also grows twice as big, which is a 
false claim. With this achievement in genetic 
engineering, it is possible that the next step in 
this process would be to increase the size of 
the overall fish. 
Currently, the agriculture business uses 
genetically modified crops, as well as selective 
breeding for traits ranging from increased 
size and ripeness to disease resistance. These 
products are sold in most grocery stores across 
the nation without anyone ever noticing 
the difference. Although the FDA has given 
approval to many of these products, they are 
slow to approve this new genetically modified 
fish. The latest step in the approval process 
included an ecological survey of the effects 
of accidental release of this new salmon into 
existing populations. 
The Environmental Protection Agency 
came out with a risk assessment for an 
accidental release and concluded that only 
5 percent of the AquAdvantage salmon 
population is fertile and almost all salmon 
that escaped would die under the heavy saline 
conditions found in the Panama region. This 
is one of many safety precautions being put 
into place by AquaBounty to reduce the risk 
of accidental release of the AquAdvantage 
salmon. With yet another step in the approval 
process completed, this fish could still be far 
from the final approval. 
For 17 years, AquaBounty has waited 
while the FDA has conducted studies on 
everything from sustainability to consumption 
... 
The AquAdvantage salmon, created by AquaBounty grows twice as fast as regular salmon. 
in   humans  without   concluding   on   a   final as a primary exporter of food. But the FDA 
decision. This is partly due to the pressure put states  that  all  factors  are  being  taken  into 
on the FDA to slow down the approval process consideration, including the separate labeling 
by many conservative politicians. of genetically engineered food which would 
These    politicians,    along    with    many ease the restrictions on exports, 
exporters   of food,   have  expressed  concerns With yet another hurdle out of the way, we 
that   a   repeat   of  the   agricultural   disaster could see an increase in the number of genetically 
with  trading  in  the  European  sector  could modified products entering the market in the 
further hinder the United States' reputation coming years. 
AUTHOR from page Al 
and discussion of the novel. 
Kimberly Manganelli, assistant 
professor of English at Clemson 
University and fan of Jones' work, 
organized the upcoming visit. The 
author was originally invited to 
last year's Clemson Literary Festival 
but was unable to attend due to 
scheduling conflicts. 
"For last year's Lit Fest, the 
students voted on who they wanted 
to bring to campus, and she was 
one of the people, so this was 
kind of rising out of the students," 
Manganelli said. 
An Associate Professor in the 
MFA program at Rutgers-Newark 
University, Jones has been awarded 
with the Board of Trustees Award 
for Scholarly Excellence and the 
Presidential Award for Teaching 
Excellence. Her first novel, "Leaving 
Atlanta," a coming of age story set 
against the backdrop of the Atlanta 
child murders of 1979-1981, won 
the 2003 Hurtson/Wright Legacy 
Award for Debut Fiction, and her 
newest novel has been getting just 
as much attention. "Silver Sparrow" 
has been featured by several 
publications including O Magazine, 
Slate and Atlanta Magazine as well 
as being named the June 2011 Indie 
Next Pick. 
The novel is split into two 
sections, the first half telling the 
story through Dana, the "secret" 
daughter's point-of-wview, while 
the second half is told through the 
"legitimate"   daughter,   Chaurisse. 
Jones spent most of the event 
reading from the first few chapters 
of Dana's point of view then opened 
the floor to questions, where she 
gave her advice to aspiring writers. 
According to Jones, the most 
important step one can take to 
becoming a writer is a fairly obvious 
one — to write. 
"You know how sometimes you 
have a pen and it's not writing and 
you keep doing like this?" Jones 
said, imitating scribbling on the 
podium. "Then all of a sudden it 
starts to write? I feel like it's like 
that with writing. If you sit there 
and try and try at the table ... 
something will start to happen." 
Several people, both students 
and faculty, came out for the event. 
"I thought it was great," Jessica 
Simpson, a senior English major 
said. "I really want to read it." 
Ariel Miles, an English major 
familiar with Jones's work, praised 
her first novel. "Growing up in the 
South, I feel like this book really 
resonates with me. From reading 
"Leaving Atlanta," she's really good 
at depicting the environment that 
these children grow up in and their 
insecurities and hopes," Miles said. 
"I think 'Silver Sparrow' is 
one of those books that's literature, 
but it's something that anyone 
can pick up and be drawn to," 
Manganelli said. 
Tayari Jones is an Associate Professor in the MFA program at Rutgers-Newark 
MBA from page Al 
panels on the roof and fins on the 
side that help protect against solar 
heat gain. 
The glass is more reflective and 
also allows less solar heat gain while 
the green roof helps cut down the 
building's energy use because it's a 
natural insulator. 
In addition, water runoff can 
drain onto the green roof located on 
the fourth floor. 
This storm water management 
system will put less of a burden on 
the city's drain system. 
"Clemson has a base requirement 
of LEED Silver for all new 
buildings they move into, but 
everything has gone so well that 
we are aiming for LEED Gold," 
Terra Krieger, a senior associate 
at 4240, said in reference to the 
building's exterior. 
The eco-friendly features will 
benefit each tenant in the form of 
energy savings, water savings and 
occupant comfort. 
In addition, more than 75 
percent of people will have access to 
natural light. 
"The design was heavily influenced 
by Greenville's textile history, and we 
attempted to incorporate that history 
in an architectural way," Krieger said. 
"Much of the design was focused on 
the concept of weaving." 
Beginning in Nov. 2009, John 
Boyette, the Director of Land 
and Capitol Asset Stewardship for 
Clemson University, worked with 
Hughes Development to put together 
the purchase agreement and the lease 
agreement between the university 
and the Clemson Land Stewardship 
Foundation. "Pur-chasing this 
location in the heart of Greenville 
was a great opportunity for us," 
Boyette said. 
Once the Land Stewardship 
Foundation purchased the space, 
Mike Davis, the Associate Director of 
Facilities Planning and Management 
at the university, started planning the 
Clemson phase. 
When asked what steps were 
being taken to make the interior 
more eco-friendly, Davis said, "There 
are a lot of things we can do. We 
can start by recycling content from 
construction, using natural day 
lighting and lighting controls, water 
use reduction, high efficiency HVAC 
controls and natural green space with 
sustainable landscaping." 
Clemson's space at One 
Greenville will include a small 
business development center and the 
Spiro Institute for Entrepreneurial 
Leadership, according to Dr. Gregory 
Pickett, Associate Dean for the 
Greenville campus. 
Since Jan. 2010, the graduate 
programs that will be moving have 
been located at Clemson at the 
Falls, a satellite campus located on 
the banks of the Reedy River in 
downtown Greenville. 
"The growth of the programs 
has been such that we ate just 
out of space," Dr. Pickett said. 
"This continued growth cteated 
space needs. The new space at the 
One Greenville site will create 
collaborative space and learning space 
that we think will be unmatched in 
the state." 
Construction of Clemson's 
intetior space will begin later 
this spring. 
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Accelerated English composition 
is a required course for all Clemson 
University     students.     The     class 
demonstrates that writing is an essential 
skill that lends itself to the success of 
Clemson graduates. 
Professor    Cynthia   Ann    Haynes 
is   responsible   for   this   first-year 
composition    program, which 
provides      a      foundation      for 
written communication. 
The course concentrates on 
the quality of argumentation. 
Haynes works on making 
composition competitive in the 
modern technological world, while 
also explaining and appreciating 
its classical Greek origins. 
Accelerated       Composition 
instructs  on  both   the  classical 
and  contemporary approaches 
to   writing   by   approaching 
modern  writing   through   a 
classical  lens.   "The  course 
is the first experience 
that    students 
et        with 
Clemson's 
that improves students writing habits," 
Haynes said. At the core of Accelerated 
Composition is the quality of an argument 
and the critical thinking skills required to 
formulate  a clear purpose with  credible, 
evidential   support.   English   103   prepares 
students to write refined essays using research 
from a variety of sources including print and 
digital forms. 
The communication skills learned in English 
103 are aimed to help students in a range of writing 
circumstances for coursework, at Clemson and in 
their professional careers. 
"I think that 103 is a great introductory course. 
It   taught   me   a   lot   of compositional   cornerstones," 
Rachel   Solomon,   a   junior   communications   major, 
said.   "It was helpful  for both students  of English  and 
non-English majors." 
The   research   argument   assignment  allows   students   to 
explore in depth a topic in their field and major while also 
implementing their improved writing skills. 
"It was an interesting class," Anna Lee Lenderman, a junior 
psychology major, said. "I especially liked that we incorporated 
PowerPoint presentation into our final project, which made it a 1 
more enjoyable than the typical five-page paper assignment." 
The class features the information in design and techno] 
encouraging students to investigate recently developed technolc 
for research, composing and communication. 
In addition, students study multimodal forms of writii 
dynamic visual arguments. 
Professor Haynes now prepares the graduate stude 
teach first-year composition. 
In   her   instruction,   Haynes      includes   a   conce- 
on how to  grade  a student's writing,  stating  tha 
difficult    because    "...judging    writii 
person,"   Haynes   said.   "We   equ 
we write." 
XOLINE ME& 
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SAY WHAT? 
CLEMSON TWEETS 
KENDALL CE;;v @KENDALL_DEAS - FEB. 25 
CLEMSON IS APOLOGIZING FOR A THURSDAY NIGHT 
FOOTBALL GAME BECAAAAAAUSE...? #TOOEXCITED 
CLEMSON GIRL PROB @CLEMSONGlRLPROB - FEB. 27 
STEEL DRUM BAND PLAYING IN COOPER. #WHY 
flCLEMSONGIRLPROB 
ASHLE\ SHANNON $ASH_RANT - FEB. 25 
CLEMSON HAS A COFFEE CART. WE ARE APPROACHING 
GILMORE GIRLS, LADIES AND GENTLEMEN. MAYBE LOGAN 
WILL SHOW UP AND PAY FOR MINE #LETMEDREAM 
SAVANNAH HARVEY ©SAVAYVAY - FEB. 2? 
THE BIGGEST DOWNFALL OF KINARD IS HAVING TO WALK 
UP A FLIGHT OF STAIRS TO BE ON THE 1ST FLOOR... THAT 
SHOULD BE THE 2ND FLOOR 
SUMMER PRIDDY @SDPRIDD - FEB. 25 
YESTERDAY WAS A BEAUTIFUL, SUNNY, 75 DEGREES, 
SO NATURALLY IT'S A CLOUDY, CHANCE OF RAIN 50 
DEGREES TODAY. #TYPICALCLEMSON 
KAYLEY SEAWRIGHT ©KAYLEYSEA - FEB. 26 
9.5 HOUR SENATE MEETING! 7 PM TO 4:30 AM! 
#DEVOTION @CUSG 
JACK @SPITZQRSWALLOWS - FEB. 27 
INSTEAD OF WATER FOUNTAINS IN SIRRINE THEY SHOULD 
PUT OXYGEN MASKS ON THE WALL FOR WHEN YOU GET 
TO THE TOP OF THE STEPS 
ANDREW DRAFTS @ANDREWDRAFTS ~ FEB. 21 
A WHOLE CLASS OF 2ND GRADERS JUST DID THE 
CADENCE CALL IN THE HENDRIX LOBBY. HAPPY 
THURSDAY, #CLEMSON 
DEANNA TRAIL @DTRAILBLAZER - FEB. 21 
THE LEGIT ICCA SOUTH QUARTERFINAL IS HAPPENING AT 
CLEMSON THIS WEEKEND??? #PITCHPERFECT IN REAL 
LIFE. SOLD. 
BLAKE HERRING ©HBLAKEHERRING - FEB. 25 
THE COKE HAPPINESS MACHINE IN HARCOMBE 
LITERALLY JUST GAVE AWAY 200+ BOTTLES OF COKE 
PURSUIT from page Al 
distributed through the Dean of 
Students Office and its funds are 
used for students who. are in crisis 
situations. Some examples of this are 
when a family member has fallen ill 
or passed away and a student does 
not have adequate funds to get home, 
or if someone's home or apartment 
catches on fire, this funding will 
help them get back on their feet," 
according to clemsonpursuit.com. 
Taylor Allen placed second last 
year on one of the days and won 
a tailgating spot to this past fall's 
homecoming game. 
"This year I am super excited. I 
know it is going to be longer this year 
and that is going to make it much more 
interesting. The prizes are incredible, 
and it is creating a lot of buzz 
around campus. We are so excited to 
be apart of the Clemson pursuit," 
Allen said. 
Freshmen Seth Rhoden and his 
partner Ashton Schumpert have 
signed up as partners and are in great 
anticipation of the event. 
"The philanthropy behind the 
event helping out students who need 
help in times of trouble or uncertainty 
is a great thing for the students here 
at Clemson and really demonstrates 
the value Clemson places on family. 
The chance to compete and also make 
a difference in the life of someone 
who needs your help means so much 
more, and the strategy? — win," 
Rhoden said. The clues involve 
sites around campus and focus on 
Clemson's history. 
This year will center around 
academics, athletics and history. 
"Blue Key is excited to 
sponsor an event that not only 
celebrates Clemson's history, 
but also gives back to current 
students in such a meaningful way. 
We're thankful for all of the Clemson 
students, staff and community 
members who made the Pursuit a huge 
success last year, and we're excited 
to be able to support the Student 
Emergency Fund again this 
year," Liz Johnson, a Blue Key 
member, said. 
The deadline to enter is 
midnight on March 4 online at 
clemsonpursuit.com. Clues will be 
released March 6 at 4 p.m., March 
7 at 4:30 p.m., and March 8 at 
2:30 p.m. 
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Sanford prepares for Congressional race 
Former S.C. Governor Mark Sanford will be running for his old seat in the U.S. House of Representatives. 
ANDY BROWN 
ASST. NEWS EDITOR 
Former South Carolina Governor 
Mark Sanford became a household 
name in 2009 when he was exposed 
for an extramarital affair with Maria 
Chapur. Sanford's name is once again 
making headlines as he is preparing to 
run for his old seat in Congress. 
Sanford was elected to a seat in 
South Carolina's first congressional 
district in the United States House of 
Representatives in 1995. 
He represented conservative 
interests in the House until 2001 and 
in 2002 he was elected Governor of 
South Carolina. He held the position 
until 2009 when he resigned during 
his second term. His extramarital 
transgressions were widely  publicized 
and led to an investigation by the State 
Ethics Commission that determined 
whether the former Governor misused 
state funds to finance the affair. He was 
later censured by the South Carolina 
General Assembly. 
An act of censure essentially 
proclaims that a public official has 
committed some personal indecency or 
inappropriate behavior. Being censured 
has no legal ramifications on the tenure 
of elected officials or their eligibility to 
enter politics again. 
The first Congressional District seat 
is currently vacant after Republican 
Tim Scott was appointed to the Senate 
seat of former Senator Jim DeMint. 
Sanford's decision to run for his old 
congressional position has sparked 
debate as to the ethical nature of his 
campaign. Legally, he is eligible to run 
COLLEOE Qf 
CtlflELfSTOn 
MAYMESTER/SUMMER SESSIONS 2013 
SUMMER SESSIONS CAN HELP YOU: 
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for the seat, but the misuse of funds and 
the extramarital affair itself have left a 
bad taste in the mouths of some South 
Carolina voters. 
"I have to consider a politician's 
personal life when voting because there 
is no way to separate personal and 
professional careers. How a politician 
acts in their personal life is a key 
indicator of how they will conduct 
themselves in office," Nora Brazell, a 
graphic communications major, said. 
Early voting indicates public 
support for the candidate. Some voters 
are more concerned with his policies 
than his past affairs. 
"If former Gov. Sanford has 
good policies, I am sure that people 
will vote for him. Bill Clinton had 
well-documented extramarital affairs 
and   he's   managed   to   maintain   his 
popularity. It all depends on whether 
the voter base deems his personality to 
be forgiving or not," John Holleman, 
a history major, said. Dr. Jeffrey Fine 
is an Associate Professor of Political 
Science at Clemson. He has taught 
several honors seminars on elections, 
specifically on the 2012 elections and 
2010 midterm elections. 
"Tim Scott won the South Carolina 
first Congressional District race in 2012 
with over 62 percent of the vote in a 
district that was redrawn to advantage 
Republicans further. It's therefore a seat 
that the GOP has no business losing. 
With that said, if any Republican can 
lose this race, it is Mark Sanford. Given 
his past transgressions, a Sanford win 
in the Republican primary would make 
the race much more competitive and 
potentially   more   winnable   for   the 
Democrats," Dr. Fine said. Sanford 
was never officially impeached by 
Legislature, but he paid a $70,000 ethics 
fine to the state of South Carolina. 
His reentry into politics is seen as 
a boon to the conservative movement, 
as he has long been a proponent of 
spending cuts in government. Sanford 
will not be the only well-known 
candidate in the race. 
Teddy Turner recendy announced 
his campaign to run for the congressional 
seat. Turner is the son of Ted Turner, the 
creator of cable news networks CNN 
and TBS and former owner of the 
Atlanta Braves. 
Both candidates vying for the GOP 
nomination have stated that spending 
cuts in Washington are the primary 
focus, with an additional focus on 
reducing unemployment. 
Alpha Lambda Delta 
inducts new members 
Freshman honors fraternity hosts annual ceremony. 
ANDY BROWN 
ASST. NEWS EDITOR 
On Sunday, Feb. 24, high-achieving 
Clemson freshmen were celebrated at the 
Alpha Lambda Delta honors fraternity 
induction. The ceremony welcomed 
125 students into the organization and 
featured a speech from Vice President of 
Student Affairs, Gail DeSabatino. 
Alpha Lambda Delta is a freshman 
honors fraternity that accepts second 
semester freshmen that finished first 
semester classes with a 3.5 GPA or higher. 
The national society began in 1924 at the 
University of Illinois and currendy has 
over 245 chapters across the United States. 
Only 15 percent of college freshmen are 
invited to join the honors fraternity. 
"I coordinated with our president, 
Austin Mall and Vice President Nate Diehl 
to organize all the aspects of the ceremony 
including renting Tillman Auditorium, 
providing refreshments, choosing a 
speaker and alerting the national office 
of all prospective members," Winston 
Reece, the Initiation Director for Alpha 
Lambda, said. 
DeSabatino gave an honorary 
speech for the incoming class. The 
speech focused on the academic and 
extracurricular merits of an active 
student at Clemson and highlighted the 
impact that Harvey Gantt has had on 
Clemson history. 
"The question that we will ask when 
you graduate, be it three, four or five 
years from now is not: what do you 
remember from your time at Clemson? 
But instead, how will Clemson remember 
you? Because you are some of the best 
and brightest here at Clemson, I have one 
more homework assignment for you. I 
want you to take on one new challenge. 
Try on something that you thought 
you would not be caught dead doing," 
DeSabatino said. 
The honors fraternity provides 
recognition for the academic achievement 
of freshmen as well as monetary 
scholarships for members. The chapter 
offers three separate book scholarships 
to the Clemson University Bookstore. 
Clemson freshmen that attended the 
event were proud to be members of the 
organization for its national reputation, as 
well as its benefits. 
"I joined Alpha Lambda Delta to 
become more involved in organizations 
at Clemson because I didn't rush. Alpha 
Lambda Delta shows that I worked 
the hardest I could my first semester 
-and achieved the privilege to join," 
Matthew Vawter, an environmental 
engineering student, said. 
"I joined Alpha Lambda Delta to 
become more involved at Clemson and 
celebrate my academic achievements 
of first semester," Meredith Clayton, a 
freshman business major, said. Alpha 
Lambda Delta has events on campus 
from  the  fall  festival  to  passing  out 
candy in Cooper Library during study 
week. Members of the organization 
can volunteer to help with these and 
other events. 
"I joined Alpha Lambda Delta 
because I wanted to become more 
involved with organizations on campus 
and meet new people," Olivia Reynolds, 
a graphics communication major, said. 
Parents and officers of Alpha 
Lambda Delta were also present to 
watch the new freshman class join the 
honors fraternity. 
"Although we weren't able to hold a 
traditional candle lighting ceremony due 
to fire safety regulations, the event as a 
whole went smoothly. I'm excited to see 
what the new class of freshman members 
can do with Alpha Lambda Delta 
and I wish the best of luck to future 
inductees," Reece said. 
ALD inducted 125 new members into the fraternity on Sunday, Feb. 24. 
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Should a politician's personal 
indiscretions affect their campaign? 
Mark Sanford, who was the governor 
of South Carolina for three terms 
starting in 2002, is currently in the 
running for the House of Representatives seat. 
While Sanford was very popular for his political 
choices during his time as governor, he is most 
well known as the governor that disappeared for 
a week to cheat on his wife. If you are not aware 
of this story, here is a quick recap: 
He and his wife had been having marital 
problems and were going to counseling. Then, 
he randomly disappeared from June 18 until 
June 24 in 2009 and had no contact with his 
family, the State Law Enforcement Division 
or his staff. Before his disappearance, Sanford 
told his staff that he would be hiking on the 
Appalachian Trail and failed to answer 15 
phone calls from his chief of staff as well as 
not calling his family on Father's Day. He had 
been in Argentina visiting his mistress, and after 
he realized that media evidence was coming 
forth, he confessed about his lies through 
interviews. Soon after, he resigned from the 
governor position. 
Considering his past, many citizens of South 
Carolina do not feel that Sanford should be 
able to run for the House of Representatives 
seat because his character has been called into 
question. Sadly, many politicians are known to 
have cheated on their spouse. It puts their morals 
into question, but cheating among politicians 
happens quite frequently, and they are often 
allowed to remain in political positions. Take 
for instance, John E Kennedy, who supposedly 
cheated on his wife with several women before 
and throughout his presidency. 
Another example is Newt Gingrich, former 
U.S. House speaker and last year's Republican 
president primary. It is rumored that he once 
asked a former wife for an open marriage. 
Despite his personal decisions, Newt was still 
allowed to run for a political position. 
While most people disagree with someone 
cheating on their spouse, throughout history, 
it has not been reason enough to deny them 
the ability to run for a political position. If a 
politician's personal indiscretions make them 
unsuitable to make executive decisions, the only 
way to keep them out of office is to not vote 
for them. 
The main political issue with Mark Sanford 
and what should determine if he is allowed to 
run for office, is whether or not he misused state 
funds in order to carry out his affair. It has been 
reported by state investigators that Sanford did 
not use public money to visit his mistress, but 
only because during these trips to New York and 
Argentina he also carried out legitimate state 
business. This is not an effective justification for 
his decisions. If someone is going to represent 
South Carolina and use state money to go on 
business trips, state business should be their 
main focus during these trips. 
Obviously, state officials are entitled to 
free time even on state-sponsored trips, but 
was it just a coincidence that he was able to 
see his Argentine mistress where he traveled 
to do state business? The situation is a little 
suspicious. There is also the fact that Mark 
Sanford reimbursed the state $3,300 for 
lodging, meals and airfare for a trip to Buenos 
Ares in June 2008. Why would he feel the 
need to reimburse the state for this trip if it 
was a business trip? Don't forget that he lied to 
the public and his staff about his whereabouts 
to carry out his affair. The whole situation 
seems questionable and cannot simply be 
swept under the rug with money and an apology. 
There is a difference between being 
genuinely sorry and being sorry for getting 
caught, and who is to say that something 
along the same lines or worse won't happen 
again if Mark Sanford is voted as the House of 
Representatives seat. 
There is technically not a probable cause to 
remove Mark Sanford from the running and his 
political policies are definitely the main factor 
that should be focused on during the campaign. 
Although his political policies are important, 
Sanford's personal indiscretions and character 
should be considered when voting because how 
a politician acts outside of the office affects the 
decisions he or she"will make when in office. 
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view, the staff editorials may not represent the individual 
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Would a politician's personal choices 
affect your vote for them more than 
their policy choices? 
Justin Trigg 
"I think their personal 
decisions would 
impact my vote more." 
Scott Stanley 
"To me, policies are 
far more important 
than personal choices 
as long as personal 
choices don't interfere 
with their policy 
implementation" 
"Yes, in some ways. 
If they make bad 
personal choices, I 
won't want to listen to 
their policies." 
Paul Stewart 
Seth Russell 
"A man is defined by 
what he does, not what 
he says. Sanford is a 
liar on a national 
scale. I would vote for 
Larry Grooms." 
"A politician's 
personal decisions 
do not affect my 
everyday life, whereas 
his political decisions 
affect me directly. 
Therefore a politician's 
personal decisions 
shouldn't affect his 
ability to be elected." 
Want to share your opinion? Just 
select the QR code with your 
smartphone or QR code reader 
app to take you to The Tiger 
Opinions' Facebook page. Type 
your thoughts on the issue this 
week and view others' comments. 
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Meteors: A reminder for people to get alon; 
WILLIAM 
Columnist JL 
After the near-collision us earthlings had 
on Feb. 15, it's understandable that a 
few people have some questions. Events 
like this allow us to reexamine what exactly we're 
doing on this planet. But before we get into that, 
let's set the record straight about what exactly 
happened Friday, Feb. 15. 
Just when you thought that life in Russia 
couldn't get any worse, our frosty Siberian friends 
had an uncomfortably close encounter with what 
we here on earth call a meteor. Now, for those of 
you who were told that a meteor actually struck 
the earth, you've been misinformed. It's okay; 
I initially thought so too. Although fragments 
of the meteor did eventually hit the earth, the 
primary destruction in Russia was caused by a 
sonic shockwave produced as the meteor burned 
in our atmosphere, breaking many windows, 
setting off car alarms and abruptly awakening an 
entire city — all at 9:20 in the morning. Never 
before have so many Russians woken up before 
noon on a workday. 
Now, if you disregard the 1,000 people who 
sought medical attention (I know that's a lot 
of people to disregard), perhaps this too-close- 
for-comfort encounter with space wasn't such a 
bad thing. Bear with me here ... Recently, with 
all of our attention fixated on issues like gay 
rights and receiving mail on Saturdays, perhaps 
the  meteor  can  serve  as  a  little  reminder  to 
us humans that we ate living in space. That's 
right; we live in space. We are living on a 
floating, spinning rock that is revolving around 
a giant, flaming orb, all of which is surrounded 
by millions of other floating, spinning rocks 
making us just one tiny morsel in the entire 
intergalactic multiverse. Point is, pethaps there 
are more important things for us humans to 
spend our time doing besides quarreling with 
each other. It's such a funny juxtaposition when 
something cosmic comes barreling out of the 
sky, infiltrates our atmosphere and comes within 
a hair's breadth of bombarding our planet, and 
then humans continue to trifle over things like 
national borders, immigration and other issues 
that don't even address the fact that we'te all in 
this mess together. 
I say "mess," but I really think life on Earth 
can be a wonderful experience. I love our 
beautiful blue skies, our endlessly rolling plains, 
our crystal flowing waters; it's all very romantic 
and mesmerizing, honestly. However, because 
of all of these distractions, it's easy for us to get 
wrapped up in our existence here on Earth and 
forget that we are also just a tiny speck in an 
absolutely freaking-enormous galaxy, and that's a 
scaty thought! All I'm saying is that I don't know 
if living in a bubble is always such a good thing. 
To be fair, there are definitely benefits to this: 
caring for others and living altruistically, to name 
a few. But at the same time, the bubble-effect also 
makes people get carried away with trivialities. 
The majority of the people getting cattied away 
with these trivialities are our policymakers. It is 
their job, though. Can you really blame them? 
But the issue isn't who to blame; it's what we 
should be spending our time doing here on Earth. 
To answer that question, I say we should start 
spending a little less time killing each other and 
a little more time cooperating with one another. 
This is why I think that meteors may be a 
good thing. Give me more meteors! In the words 
of the American mahatma Benjamin Franklin, 
"A meteor a day keeps the doctor aw ..." No, I 
screwed that up. Setiously though, meteots may 
actually help us temember that we live in space. 
We need to start bonding together because that 
whole 'comfort in numbers' cliche is pretty 
spot-on. We need meteots to graze through our 
atmosphere more often to remind us that they're 
capable of destroying our precious little earthly 
existence whenever they so choose. In a way, 
meteors have a gun that is locked, loaded and 
pressed against the back of our heads. "Listen, 
guys," they say, "We could shut down this 
whole 'life on Earth' gig in a matter of minutes. 
I'm sure you remember what we did to those 
dinosaurs, right?" 
Although it may be completely absurd to 
think that meteors understand some level of 
cosmic justice, it seems to me like us humans 
are acting eerily similar to the dinosaurs — 
running around and eating each other — and it's 
unsettling to me. I know that I may sound like 
I don't have faith in human nature, but I really 
do. I'm not misanthropic, I promise. It's just 
the opposite. 
I want us humans to learn to get along with 
one another and realize that we'te all in the same 
boat here. And one day, we're all going down 
with this ship. Let's not act like those helpless 
nightclub fire victims — you know,  the ones 
who fend for themselves by pushing and shoving 
everyone else out of the way, only making the 
whole matter significantly worse. They never 
seem to learn, do they? I use this example because 
maybe this is what we're doing here on Earth. I'm 
not saying that if we learn to cooperate together 
then we can escape destruction from a perilous 
meteot shower, but what I am saying is that we 
can at least avoid some human desttuction if we 
just stop blowing each other up like we have been 
since pretty much the beginning of time. We 
need to learn how to coopetate with each othet 
while human life on Earth is still a concept —. 
how apocalyptic. 
You may be leading this and thinking that 
I'm some gullible conspiracy-believer. Now, I 
may or may not be gullible (I don't think I'm in a 
position to honestly say), but I can say that I think 
conspiracy theories have as much legitimacy as 
Joan Rivers' face. Google it. I don't want anyone 
to get the wrong idea. I hate the Mayans. To 
hell with Nostradamus, too. Stick to what you 
know, ftenchie — crepes and brie. So before you 
go around telling everyone that Chicken Little 
wrote an article in The Tiger saying that the sky 
was falling, consider this: 
I don't know when the world will end, and 
I'm not here to make any predictions about it. 
What I am doing, however, is suggesting that 
we humans leatn to get along with one another 
before the world does end — whenever that 
may be. 
WILLIAM CARROLL is a junior majoring in 
accounting. Email comments to letters® 
thetigemews.com. 
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Min. wage hurts least skilled workers 
ADAM MILLSAP 
Columnist 
In his recent State of the Union Address, President 
Obama proposed increasing the minimum wage 
from $7.25 to $9 per hour. Many advocates 
of the working class agreed with Obama's call for a 
minimum wage increase, saying it was long overdue. 
New York Times columnist Paul Krugman called 
it "good policy" to raise the minimum wage and 
several studies, such as a recent one by John Schmitt 
of the Center for Economic and Policy Research, 
conclude that most research shows no discernible 
effect on employment from minimum wage increases. 
Beside the fact that there are several statistical 
reasons why such studies should be viewed with 
suspicion, including poor data, bad "natural 
experiments" and the inability to effectively measure 
what would have been the case if the minimum wage 
had never been increased, there is a simple, intuitive 
reason. You can't raise the relative price of something 
and expect to get more of it; it defies common sense. 
In 2008 when President Obama wanted to protect 
U.S. tire manufacturers from Chinese competition, 
he implemented a tariff of approximately 30 
percent   over   three   years   on   Chinese   tires.   The 
purpose of this tariff was to reduce the number of 
imported Chinese tires and increase the demand for 
U.S. tires. Obama claims his actions saved 1,000 
American jobs. So President Obama believes 
that through a tariff, he was able to raise the 
relative price of something (Chinese tires) 
and that by doing so, people changed their 
behavior and bought less of that product. 
Despite his apparent understanding of the 
law of demand, he refuses to acknowledge that it works 
in the market for labor. I do not see the fundamental 
difference between the market for tires and 
that of labor, but President Obama and others, such 
as Paul Krugman, seem to believe that there is one. 
Evidence supporting the theory that raising 
the minimum wage does hurt workers, primarily 
low skilled workers, is available. In the 1950s, the 
unemployment rate of both black teens and white 
teens was nearly the same, averaging around 12 
percent over the decade. In 2010 the unemployment 
rate for white teens had climbed to approximately 25 
percent and was over 40 percent for black teens. As 
recently as 2007, the black teenage unemployment 
rate was under 30 percent. Perhaps it is only a 
coincidence that there were three minimum wage 
increases between 2007 and 2010, from $5.15 
to the current $7.25 per hour. More recently, in 
January   2013    the    unemployment    rate    for   all 
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young adults ages 16 to 19 was 23.4 percent, well 
over the national rate of 7.9 percent. 
It is true that a lot has changed since the 
1950s. But it is hard to believe that the expansion 
of minimum wage laws since that time has not 
contributed to the rising teenage unemployment rate, 
particularly among inner city youth who are often the 
least skilled. To make matters worse it is those same 
youth who are most in need of jobs, not only for 
earning money, but also for learning important skills 
like personal responsibility, punctuality, teamwork 
and the value of a dollar. I had several entry-level 
jobs beginning at the age of 16 including fast food 
worker, grocery bagger and dishwasher. While none 
of those jobs were particularly fun, each taught me 
some of the skills I just mentioned. Perhaps more 
importantly, each of those jobs showed me what I did 
not want to do with the rest of my life and motivated 
me to pursue something more than an entry-level 
job. When we price young, unskilled workers out 
of the labor market we are denying them the same 
opportunity to acquire skills and information 
about what they want to do with their lives and that 
is a shame. 
ADAM MILLSAP is a graduate student studying 
economics. Email comments to letters@thetigernews. 
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Want to rant? Send 
your rants to letters@ 
TheTigerNews.com. 
I hate when people say 
I look tired. 
Why do I eat 
so much? 
I love being tested on 
things that weren't 
taught in class. 
I can never turn 
down chocolate. 
College would be so 
much better if we 
didn't have classes. 
Signs that life's not 
going well: two 
professors ask you 
if you've considered 
going to CAPS ... in 
the same day. 
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WILLIAM SHAW 
Columnist 
C*P 
American Exceptionalism 
The second time my international politics 
in crisis professor failed to provide the 
crucial context to his point, I felt it 
necessary to speak up, even at the risk of showing 
him up. The lecture was addressing modern 
challenges in security theory. He referenced the 
recent murder of polio vaccination workers in 
the Middle East and called it "jaw dropping," 
playing up the senseless horror of the situation. 
But while the murders were indefensibly 
cruel and reprehensible, they most certainly 
made sense. 
Those of you who have seen "Zero Dark 
Thirty" may recall when the CIA recruited a local 
polio vaccination worker to infiltrate the house 
in Abbottabad. That part of the film is true. And 
be assured, if Kathryn Bigelow knows it, so does 
every violent extremist in the Middle East. When 
I noted the retaliatory nature of these murders 
during class, he responded that "if you buy into 
their assumptions, then it does make sense." But 
that's the crux of international relations. The 
only relevant people in this discussion are those 
who buy into those assumptions, for they are the 
people who are seeking to attack this country. You 
can trace the logic. They killed aid workers because 
we used aid workers to kill Osama bin Laden. We 
killed Osama bin Laden because he was 
responsible for 9/11. Osama bin Laden planned 
9/11 because of harms, real and perceived, 
inflicted on the Middle East's people and 
nations by the U.S. over the last 30 years. And 
so forth. Conversely, no one sympathetic to the 
American perspective is going to plan a terrorist 
attack anyway. 
But they will be hired to prevent them. To 
make that moralist indictment in a classroom full 
of potential diplomats, policymakers and world 
travelers promotes the frustrating religious and 
intellectual inflexibility ever present between 
the extremes of the Christian West and Islamic 
Middle East. Ignoring the logical if brutal context 
in this example affords misimpressions to those 
who aren't informed and implicitly deemphasizes 
the extremist perspective among those who 
are. The take-home message of that example is 
that our enemies in the Middle East are brutal 
animals who act in ways we can't understand. But 
competent foreign relations, or relations of any 
kind really, rely on understanding why the other 
side acts the way it does. Respecting the effects of 
the radical "assumptions," if not their morality, 
is akin to preparing for war while hoping 
for peace. Why shouldn't we encourage our 
students, even those who will never enter the 
world of international relations, to understand 
why we face certain threats? To teach is not 
to endorse. 
A perfect illustration of the arrogance this 
moralist stance promotes jumped right out at 
me. I commented that if some other nation flew 
two dozen elite operators into our nation to kill 
several of our citizens, we might very well go 
to war over it. And you can completely forget 
about tolerating constant drone strikes with 
their attendant civilian casualties and collateral 
damage. One of my classmates piped up from 
the back, saying, "But we don't harbor terrorists 
who killed thousands of people." Firstly, I'm from 
New York. My father worked a few dozen blocks 
uptown from the World Trade Center. I'm plenty 
familiar with the events that ended 2,852 lives 
in my city. I understand, like most Americans, 
the shock and rage which ultimately crested 
with the invasions of Afghanistan and Iraq.   But 
do you think that's how people in Pakistan or 
Yemen feel about things? To people in those 
countries, we are waging a global and secret war 
with questionable legal and moral justifications. 
They look at America and see a country which 
affords due process to its citizens (all of them 
except Anwar al-Awlaki, of course) but none to 
its enemies. 
You may be wondering what I think we 
should be doing instead. Frankly, I think we're 
doing a pretty fine job of eliminating those 
who seek to harm us. If I were president, 
Osama bin Laden would still be dead and the 
drones would keep flying. But I think we would 
do well to recognize that this creates animosity 
among millions of people abroad. We risk 
alienating another generation of Muslims, 
some of whom may seek to pick up where the 
now decimated al-Qaeda has left off. It doesn't 
help us any to hate radical extremists. We're 
better off trying to figure out why we're 
worth hating. 
WILLIAM    SHAW    is   a   junior   majoring   in 
history. Email comments to letters@thetigernews. 
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From the 
Editor's Desk 
Each and every day you pass hundreds of 
people on campus, and I'm sure as you pass each, 
between thoughts of your next class, that big 
test coming up and what you will eat for your 
next meal, you silently judge that person on a 
plethora of outward appearances. Maybe they 
walk oddly; maybe they're wearing an outdated 
outfit or even look like they haven't showered in 
a week. Maybe they're mumbling to themselves 
or even blatantly talking aloud. And maybe, just 
maybe, while you're silently judging them for 
being weird, unusual and simply different than 
yourself, they're silently fighting a battle that you 
could never imagine. Their odd gait could be 
attributed to a birth defect due to no fault of their 
own and that outfit could simply be the last one 
in their closet because they haven't had the time 
to do laundry. 
There are many gems of wise words that we 
live by each day, and one I think we should all 
take a hold of is, "Be kind, for everyone you meet 
is fighting a hard battle." Whether that battle be 
one you can see or one that is on the inside, you 
never know what someone else could be dealing 
with. Some could be dealing with depression, 
addiction or an eating disorder, and some could 
simply just be having a bad day because their 
roommate used all the hot water. Whatever their 
battle may be, it is probably one that a nice word 
or gesture could help them defeat. At Clemson, 
we often brag about the Clemson family. We are 
proud to say that on our campus, in our little 
orange world, everyone is welcome and everyone 
is loved, but is that really true? If we are, in fact, 
a family, aren't we supposed to uplift each other 
and support each other at our lowest points, not 
just on Saturdays in the fall? 
Remember this week as you walk across 
campus, no matter who they are, what odd 
thing they're doing or where they might have 
come from, that person you're silently judging 
is fighting a battle. We're all fighting some 
type of battle, and we could all use some extra 
support and love. In the words of Kid President, 
"If life is a game, are we on the same team? I'm 
on your team. Are you on my team?" Everyone 
needs someone else on his or her team. Be that 
someone else. 
KATELYN WROBEL 
Editor-in-Chief 
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A Sweep Dream: Dominant starting pitching helps Tigers rout Wright State, 
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AARON RANSDELL 
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR 
The Palmetto State is home to 
arguably the best rivalry in college 
baseball: The Reedy River Rivalry. 
Though one team has decidedly had 
the edge for the past couple years, every 
game is a battle between Clemson and 
South Carolina, and this year will be 
no different. The 6-1 Gamecocks have 
sent a lot of runners across home plate, 
while Clemson has made their focus 
on defensive performances. 
The series starts off Friday night in 
Clemson before moving to Greenville 
at Fluor Field on Saturday, then down 
to Columbia on Sunday. 
The Tigers are coming off a 3-2 
extra-innings loss to Winthrop, and 
are looking to turn their momentum 
around by hopefully winning the first 
important series of the season against 
the Gamecocks. 
Clemson's   second   baseman   Steve 
Wilkerson (.478) leads the team in 
on-base percentage with .500. He's a 
speedy player who makes contact on 
nearly every at bat and has used some 
of his momentum from last season to 
continue his hot hitting this year. 
Clemson doesn't score a lot of 
runs, which can cause problems if 
their defense doesn't hold up against 
South Carolina's hitters. Fortunately 
for Clemson, their defense has been 
outstanding so far this season with 
three shutouts. 
Clemson Head Coach Jack Leggett 
found a good group of young, but 
effective players to put behind his 
pitchers. Steven Duggar, a freshman 
right fielder, has started every game of 
the season and has the ability to throw 
out any player at the plate. 
Clemson pitchers have been equally 
as exceptional this season, especially 
the Friday starter and the Sunday 
starter, Daniel Gossett and Scott 
Firth respectively. Gossett (1-0) has 
two starts and  11.2 innings pitched 
with 12 strikeouts, three walks and an 
opposing batting average of .233. He 
has a young arm, but has proven early 
that he is valuable. 
Firth, one of Clemson's veteran 
players, has been drafted to the MLB 
numerous times, but has decided to 
stay at Clemson, and has finally earned 
himself a starting spot. With a .60 ERA 
through two games and 15.0 innings, 
Firth is Clemson's series closer. 
South Carolina is entering the 
series coming off a 5-2 victory over 
Furman and is hitting .288 as a team. 
The 'Cocks main source of offense is 
senior first basemen L.B. Dantzler. 
Dantzler is hitting .542 through seven 
games and has totaled 13 RBIs, three 
home runs and an on-base percentage 
of .625. Clearly Dantzler is going to 
give Clemson pitchers the biggest 
problems, mainly because of his ability 
to get on base. 
Dantzler was most recently named 
the SEC Player of the Week after he 
went 9-for-13 with two doubles, two 
homers and 10 RBIs against Albany. 
South Carolina is finding out 
what life is like after their pitching 
rotation from the last few years has 
left, but Jordan Montgomery is going 
to do his best to fill the shoes that 
were left for him. In two starts this 
season, Montogmery (2-0) has a 
1.64 ERA in 11.0 innings pitched 
with 10 strikeouts and an opposing 
teams batting average of .233. He 
was a Freshman Ail-American last 
year per Collegiate Baseball, and has 
beaten Clemson already in his young 
career in the South Carolina NCAA 
Regional last season. 
While Clemson doesn't have the 
offensive output that South Carolina 
does, there are several Tiger hitters that 
will make sure Montgomery works for 
a result in the series. 
Regardless of the outcome of the 
series, both fan bases and the whole 
nation will be able to appreciate a 
rivalry series that is full of talent, 
passion and excitement. 
Women win fourth-straight ACC title 
COLBY LANHAM 
STAFF WRITER 
Clemson Women's Track and Field 
asserted their dominance by claiming 
their fourth consecutive ACC Indoor 
Championship in Blacksburg, Va., last 
Saturday by 41.5 over the runner-up 
Florida State Seminoles. 
The Tiger women became the first 
team to win four straight ACC Indoor 
Championships since the North 
Carolina Tar Heels accomplished that 
feat from 1998-2001. Meanwhile, 
Clemson's men finished third, their 
best finish since 2008. The Virginia 
Tech Hokies took away the men's 
crown, with Florida State finishing 
with a close second. 
The Clemson women finished with 
five individual gold medals and the 
4x400-meter relay. 
The men won two events along with 
their own 4x400-meter relay. 
Interim Director of Track and Field 
Shawn Cobey was proud of the teams' 
performances in Blacksburg. 
"I'm extremely proud of both teams 
for the way they performed throughout 
the ACC Championships," Cobey 
said. "Our seniors set the tone on 
both sides. The women's seniors were 
driven and determined that they were 
leaving with four straight ACC indoor 
titles.  It's something they'll look back 
on and remember for the rest of their 
lives. The men's seniors really took 
ownership of this program, and now 
we have an identity. They compete 
with heart, and know they have the 
talent to be in that upper echelon like 
we showed." 
Led  by  MVP  performer  Dezerea 
Bryant's second straight short sprint 
see FOURTH page C6 
Road to 
Pasadena 
Colby Lanham 
staff writer 
S\ 
One of the most anticipated 
days finally arrived on Monday, 
Feb. 25 in the form of Clemson's 
2013 Football schedule. The 2013 
schedule has some interesting twists, 
the most notable of which include 
two open dates and two Thursday 
night games, not to mention playing 
three teams who all finished ranked 
in the Top 10. 
The schedule is as follows for the 
2013 season: 
Aug. 31 — Georgia: The Tigers 
will kick off the season in the Valley 
against the Georgia Bulldogs, 
renewing the rivalry for the next 
two years in 2013-14. Both teams 
are similar talent-wise, with both 
teams consistently battling for the 
same recruits year in and year out. 
This is a matchup with national 
championship implications for both 
teams. Dabo Swinney's number one 
goal is to win the season opener, and 
that goal will have a pretty big star 
by it this year. 
Sept. 7 — South Carolina 
State: This HBCU returns to Death 
Valley after being here back in 2008, 
where former head coach Tommy 
Bowden was fired a mere two weeks 
later after this game. Let's be honest, 
this game will be more about SC 
State's band than the football team, 
which won't be able to hang with the 
Tigers' fast paced offense. Expect 
to see both Cole Stoudt and Chad 
Kelly get plenty of reps here. 
Sept. 14 — Open Date 
Sept. 19 (Thurs.) — @ NC State 
One of the first Thursday night 
games will have the Tigers heading 
up to Raleigh, N.C., to face off 
against the NC. State Wolfpack. 
The Tigers matched up well last 
season en route to a 62-48 shootout 
victory but were unsuccessful back 
in 2011. The Wolfpack have to 
adjust to a new quarterback after 
the departure of Mike Glennon 
in addition to new head coach 
Dave Doeren, formely of Northern 
Illinois, who coached the Huskies 
to the Orange Bowl last season. 
Sept. 26 — Wake Forest: The 
Tigers return home to host the 
Demon Deacons, who have 
see PASADENA page C5 
SCORES 
MEN'S BASKETBALL 
Saturday, 2/23 
Maryland 72 - Clemson 59 
College Park, Md. 
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL 
Sunday, 2/24 
Clemson 64 - BC 61 
Chestnut Hill, Mass. 
UPCOMING 
BASEBALL 
Tuesday, 2/26 
Winthrop 3 - Clemson 2 
Clemson, S.C. 
WOMEN'S TENNIS 
Friday, 3/1 
@ Florida State, 3 p.m. 
Tallahassee, Fla. 
BASEBALL 
Friday, 3/1 
vs. South Carolina, 6:30 p.m 
Clemson, S.C. 
MEN'S BASKETBALL 
Saturday, 3/2 
Virginia Tech, 8 p.m. 
Blacksburg, Va. 
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Starting pitching fuels sweep over Raiders 
Outings from Gossett, Schmidt and Firth set tone for three-game domination. 
AARON RANSDELL 
ASST.SPORTS EDITOR 
The Clemson baseball team was 
given the chance to bteak out their 
"sweep" hats for the first time of the 
season against Wright State. With 
an impressive defensive effort to 
supplement some dominant starting 
pitching throughout the weekend, 
Clemson (5-1) won all three games 
at Doug Kingsmore against the 
Wright State Raiders (3-3). 
Wright State came into the series 
without a loss, but could not muster 
up enough offense to steal a win 
from Clemson on the road. 
"We played well. I'm really 
pleased with how the weekend 
went," Clemson Head Coach Jack 
Leggett said. "Firth was outstanding 
and we played really good defense all 
weekend long. If we can bring that 
to the ball park everyday it's going 
to give us a chance to win." 
The series was originally set to 
start on Friday, but due to inclement 
weather, the game was pushed to 
Saturday, starting the series off with 
a double-header and finishing the 
series on Sunday as scheduled. 
The first game of the double- 
header saw sophomore right-hander 
Daniel Gossett earn his first win 
of the season in a 5-3 win. Gossett 
pitched five solid innings, allowing 
only one run and striking out six 
batters. Gossett was helped by the 
explosive bat of second baseman 
Steve Wilkerson who went 2-for-4 
with a solo dinger to right-center 
and recorded two RBIs. 
Raider's starter Casey Henn (1-1) 
suffered the loss, allowing five hits, 
three runs and four walks with two 
strike outs. 
Following Gossett's strong start 
of the first game, Meyer came in 
for relief, but was worked late in 
the game by Wright State's Sam 
Pichiotti, who hit a two-out single to 
score two runners bringing the score 
within two. After Leggett's decision 
to pull Meyer, who had five strike 
outs of his own, Matt Campbell 
came in to force a pop-up to right 
field to end the game. 
Without much rest, the second 
game of the double-header started 
approximately 45 minutes following 
the end of the first game. For 
Clemson, however, they were able 
to keep Wright State off the board 
in the second game. The Tigers won 
the game 6-0 behind the freshman 
righty Clate Schmidt, earning 
him his first collegiate career win. 
Schmidt threw four innings of 
shutout ball, giving up five hits, one 
walk with two strikeouts. 
Taylor Braun (0-1) of Wright State 
was tagged with the loss. He gave 
up seven hits, three runs and one 
walk with three strikeouts in his five 
innings of work. 
Wilkerson once again stole the 
show with his hitting going 3-for- 
4 in the second game of the series. 
Wilkerson also had a double, an 
RBI and a stolen base in the second 
half of the double-header, while first 
basemen Jon McGibbon and catcher 
Garrett Boulware both had two 
RBIs a piece. 
Game three of the series was 
dominated by Clemson's defense, 
again shutting out Wright State by 
a score of 7-0. The strong-armed 
Scott Firth pitched eight scoreless 
innings with only five hits, two 
walks and four strikeouts. The win 
on Sunday pushed Clemson all-time 
record against Wright State to 6-0. 
They were Clemson's first recorded 
back-to-back shut outs since 2009, 
and it was also the first time since 
2002 against Maine that Clemson 
won back-to-back games by shutout 
against the same team. 
Firth improved to 2-0 on the 
season,   and   pitched   a   career-long 
eight innings to earn the victory. If 
not for the strong-armed freshman 
right-fielder, Steven Duggar, Firth 
could have possibly given up one or 
two runs. 
Duggar threw out two runners at 
the plate in separate innings earning 
him two assists for the game. Firth 
gave credit to his defense after the 
game and how impressed he was 
with their performance behind him. 
"I think our defense right now is 
playing as well as any defense that I 
have played with behind me," Firth 
said. "As long as you're aggressive 
out there as a pitcher, you know you 
got a good chance of somebody out 
there making a play." 
Robby Sexton (1-1) suffered 
the loss for Wright State, despite 
allowing only three hits in just over 
five innings of work. 
Clemson struggled to score runs 
early in Sunday's game, but they did 
score a run in the first inning which 
marked the third straight game that 
they scored a run in the first inning. 
It wasn't until the seventh inning 
that Clemson's bats came alive and 
they busted open the scoring by 
tallying five in that inning. 
With the bases loaded in the seventh 
and two outs, Baum hit a ball that 
hugged the left foul line, but stayed 
fair and cleared the bases by scoring 
Shane Kennedy and Wilkerson. 
McGibbon also scored when Wright 
State catcher Garrett Gray dropped 
the relay throw at the plate. 
The offense has been scoring, but 
defensive performance in this series 
by Clemson is exactly what Leggett 
wants. Though The Raiders put 39 
batters on base in the series, they 
only scored three total runs. 
"The defense has been pretty close 
to outstanding," Leggett said. "Our 
infield played extremely well and 
the outfield has played really well. 
Boulware has done an excellent job 
blocking behind the plate and dealing 
with what he has to deal with. I think 
our pitchers realized this weekend 
that our defense is pretty good, so 
if they keep throwing strikes and 
letting the ball get into play, and let 
us play behind them, I think we have 
a pretty good chance." 
Clemson's next weekend series 
will be an important one as the 
Tigers go head-to-head with in- 
state rival, the University of South 
Carolina Gamecocks. The split 
series will be played in Clemson on 
Friday, before moving to a neutral 
Fluor Field in Greenville, S.C. on 
Saturday, followed by the series 
finale in Columbia, S.C. 
?1fi 
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Steve Wilkerson (17) greets Shane Kennedy and the rest of the team after his solo home run in the second game of the series. It was Wilkerson's first and Clemson's second home run of the season. 
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Turtles terrorize 
Tigers look toothless in rout. 
KEVIN THOMAS 
STAFF WRITER 
The Clemson Tigers continued 
with their road struggles, as they were 
defeated 72-59 by the hometown 
Maryland Terrapins in College Park, 
Md., this past Saturday. 
"I thought Maryland played 
pretty well today to be honest with 
you, and we didn't play well enough 
to win," Clemson Head Coach Brad 
Brownell said. 
Clemson got off to a hot start 
behind Devin Booker and Milton 
Jennings, who combined for the Tigers' 
first 10 points to put them ahead 10-4. 
The two teams traded baskets for a few 
possessions before Maryland went on 
an 8-0 run to take the lead to 20-16. 
The Terrapins extended their 
lead to as many as 10, and were up 
32-22 before the Tigers forced a few 
turnovers and were able to pull within 
two points at 34-32 after Jordan Roper 
was able to knock down his second 
three-pointer of the contest. Maryland 
extended their lead to three going 
into halftime, as Seth Allen was able 
to make a free throw in the final 
seconds after a questionable foul call 
on Clemson. 
Maryland came out on fire to start 
the second half as they went on a 21-8 
run that was capped off by an Alex 
Len layup to make the score 56-40. A 
jump shot plus an and-one by Roper 
pulled the Tigers to within  10 with 
just over six minutes left to play, but 
that was as close as Clemson would get 
for the rest of the game, and Maryland 
went on to secure the victory 72-59. 
Booker, who finished with 16 
points on only 5-10 shooting, led 
Clemson. Roper continued his strong 
play of late, finishing with 13 points, 
and Jennings added 10 points, nine 
rebounds and four assists. Maryland 
was led by guard Nick Faust with 18 
points, Jake Layman with 12 points 
and Shaquille Cleare with 10 points. 
The Tigers used a combo of Booker and 
Jennings to negate the contribution of 
the Terps' star-player Len for most of 
the game, and he finished with nine 
points and eight rebounds. 
"It was an early game and whoever 
came out fast was going to win the 
game," Roper said. "We weren't ready 
to fight today. Throughout the game, 
[Maryland] fought more. We didn't 
make a lot of tough plays. Maryland got 
a lot of 50-50 balls and we didn't knock 
down the shots that we needed to." 
"We didn't play bad today; we 
just didn't play well enough to win," 
Brownell said. "Defensively, we 
weren't sharp. We were a little bit 
slow at times." 
The loss drops Clemson to 13-13 
overall and 5-9 in ACC play, ahead 
of their Thursday night contest at 
home against the University of North 
Carolina Tar Heels. After that, the 
Tigers next game will be this Saturday 
on the road against Virginia Tech 
Hokies at 8 p.m. 
Lady Tigers keep streaking 
Win over Eagles makes three straight. 
ROBERT SNYDER III 
STAFF WRITER 
The Clemson women's basketball 
team won a thriller on Sunday night 
in Chestnut Hill as the Lady Tigers 
held off a late comeback by the 
Eagles as they finished off the game 
with a 64-61 victory. This is the 
Lady Tigers (9-18, 5-11 ACC) third 
victory in a row, improving them to 
five ACC victories, the highest ACC 
win total since 2003-04. 
The Lady Tigers shot 25 for 
52 from the field for a .481 field 
goal percentage and shot four for 
five from beyond the arc to put an 
exclamation point on this recent 
Tigers' winning streak. In a close 
game like this, intangibles matter 
most. While the Lady Tigers were 
outrebounded 34 to 29, they blocked 
the Golden Eagles five times and 
had four more steals to add to the 
impressive defensive performance. 
Three Lady Tigers shone on 
Sunday night: Quinyotta Pettaway 
had 21 points in another dominating 
performance. Nikki Dixon accounted 
for 19 points, three steals and three 
assists. Aisha Turner delivered 13 
points, four steals and four rebounds 
in Chestnut Hill, not to mention she 
went three for three from downtown. 
Head    Coach    Itoro    Coleman 
was   happy  with   the   win   as   she 
commented after the game. 
"I felt like everybody who was 
on the court contributed," Coleman 
said. "I just think it was a great 
team win. When everyone is playing 
their part, and playing it well, good 
things happen." 
The Lady Tigers are finishing 
this season strongly as they look 
ahead to ACC Tournament play 
coming up soon. They travel to 
Atlanta to face off with Georgia 
Tech on Thursday night before their. 
Senior Day showdown against the 
N.C. State Wolfpack in Littlejohn 
Coliseum at 2 p.m. on Sunday, 
March 4. 
Aisha Turner (10) had 13 points that included a flawless three-of-three mark from beyond the three-point arc. 
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Clemson storms back 
MORGAN WANG 
CORRESPONDANT 
The No. 51 Clemson men's tennis team 
upset No. 21 Auburn 5-2 this past Friday, 
Feb. 22, at Auburn's Yarbrough Tennis Center. 
With the win, the Clemson Tigers improved 
to 9-1, and have now won three successive 
matches against higher-ranked opponents.This 
past Tuesday, Clemson was rewarded for its 
exploits, vaulting 33 spots in the latest ITA 
rankings to No. 18. 
The win against No. 21 Auburn marked the 
highest-ranked opponent Clemson has defeated 
since Coach Chuck McCuen took over in 2009. 
In addition, the Tiger's No. 18 ranking is the 
highest in McCuen's tenure and is Clemson's 
highest ranking since April 4, 2006. 
"This team really perseveres," Coach 
McCuen said before the match. "They believe 
they can stay in matches no matter the score or 
the situation. They are fighters." 
Starting out, Clemson needed all the 
perseverance it could muster when they began 
the match by dropping the doubles point, 
losing two of the three doubles matches. 
On Court One, the No. 1 doubles team of 
Andreas Mias and Daniel Cochrane prevailed 
8-3 over the Tiger duo of Yannick Maden and 
Zachary Rigsby. On Court Two, Auburn's 
tandem of Lucas Lopasso and Dennis Lengsfield 
won 9-7 over Austin Ansari and Ayrton 
Wibowo. Finally, on Court Three, Clemson's 
duo of Hunter Harrington and Gerardo Meza 
pulled one back, winning 8-6 against Lukas 
Ollert and Joseph van Dooren. 
Finding   themselves   down 
visiting    Tigers     immediately 
1-0, the 
asserted 
themselves in singles play, winning five of 
the six singles matches. 
On Court One, No. 83 Maden crushed 
No. 116 Mias 6-3, 6-2. With the win, Maden 
improved to 14-4 in singles play this season, 
and in Tuesday's updated rankings, Maden rose 
in the rankings from No. 83 to No. 57. 
On Court Five, Maden's doubles partner, 
Rigsby, also continued his impressive play this 
season with a routine 6-2, 6-0 victory over 
Lopasso. On Court Three, Clemson's Gerardo 
Meza also came up big, upsetting No. 120 
Lukas Ollert 6-4, 6-1. 
With the three singles victories, Clemson 
needed only one more victory to win the match, 
and the freshman Ansari was the clincher, 
gutting out a tough three set victory 6-3, 3-6, 
6-3 over Joseph van Dooren. 
Next on Court Two, Hunter Harrington 
overcame Auburn's Daniel Cochrane in three 
sets, 7-5, 3-6, 6-3. 
On Court Four, Auburn grabbed its only 
singles victory when Dennis Lengfield defeated 
Ayrton Wibowo 6-2, 6-0. 
After the match, Coach McCuen wanted 
his team "to enjoy this match" but stressed the 
need to "work and prepare for [the] tough 
matches ahead." 
One of those "tough matches" is this coming 
Sunday when Clemson travels to Columbia to 
play the No. 43 South Carolina Gamecocks. 
This match will be the 105th meeting between 
the storied rivals, and Clemson looks to 
continue its torrid pace by adding a key win 
against its biggest rival. Austin Ansari clinched yet another upset with his three-set win over Auburn's Joseph Van 
I 
z 
Dooren 
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not played like the team they were back in 
2005 when they won the ACC Championship. 
Dabo Swinney has had the Deacs' number for 
the past four seasons, and nothing the Deacs 
have done should do anything to suggest any 
improvement from this otherwise. 
Oct. 5 — @ Syracuse: One of the two 
newest additions to the ACC, the Tigers 
will travel to New York to face off against 
Syracuse. The Orange will be adjusting to 
life under both a new quarterback and a new 
head coach after former coach Doug Marrone 
was hired under the same position for the 
Buffalo Bills. Syracuse has shown that they 
have talent and can be a physical football 
team, but life with a new quarterback and 
head coach could make things a little harder 
for the Orange. 
Oct. 12 — Boston College: The Tigers 
get the Eagles at home as opposed to the 
stale environment of Chestnut Hill, Mass., 
and the Eagles will be operating under a new 
regime, having hired Steve Addazio from 
Temple. Addazio is looking to bring some 
energy into a fanbase longing for the glory 
days when Matt Ryan was under center. He'll 
have a tall task ahead of him, and going to 
Death Valley won't make his job any easier. 
Oct. 19 — Florida State: The second 
of three Top 10 teams on the schedule and 
the main obstacle between Clemson and the 
ACC Atlantic Division crown, the Seminoles 
and the Tigers duke it out every year. Last 
season, the Tigers failed to make enough 
plays in the second half and contain EJ 
Manuel in the pocket. With the back-and- 
forth affair between these two, the Tigers 
have to be glad to have the Seminoles at 
home, who will also be breaking in a new 
quarterback. It's important to note that the 
■"Winner of this game-has won the Atlantic 
Division the past three seasons. 
Oct. 26 —- <g> Maryland: Yet another 
stale ACC environment, the Terrapins had 
such bad luck at quarterback last season, 
losing four quarterbacks to season-ending 
injuries and forced to put in a linebacker at 
quarterback. They will be having a wide-open 
competition at the position, and the Tigers 
have the talent to win, but as was the case 
with stale games like this, the Tigers need to 
simply go in and take care of business. 
Nov. 2 — @Virginia: The Cavaliers had 
a great first year under Mike London in 
2011, who nearly took the team to the ACC 
Championship in his first season, but the 
team regressed in 2012, finishing 4-8 at the 
bottom of the Coastal Division. This game 
replaces Duke on the schedule, who the 
Tigers would have played at home, but were 
replaced due to the addition of Syracuse on 
the schedule. 
Nov. 9 — Open Date 
Nov. 14 (Thurs.) — Georgia Tech: The 
Yellow Jackets will come to Death Valley 
for a second consecutive year because of the 
addition of the away game against Virginia 
and dropping Duke from the schedule, 
which would have been a home game for 
Clemson this year. The Tigers claimed 
victory last season over the Jackets, who have 
not been the same team they were in 2009, 
and a second straight home game bodes well 
for the Tigers. 
Nov. 23 — The Citadel: The Tigers' last 
home game is one against a team the Tigers 
would normally play earlier in the season 
but is essentially an important enough game 
in that the Tigers escape unscathed and 
relatively healthy before heading down to 
Columbia for rivalry week. 
Nov. 30 — @ South Carolina: Rivalry 
week. Something the Tigers have been on 
the losing side of the past four seasons, and 
all of the Clemson faithful will be looking to 
erase that streak, reestablish their dominance 
in this rivalry and finish their season on a 
high note. 
The Road to Pasadena has officially begun, 
and the Tigers "will be looking to turn thar 
road solid orange. 
Across the Desk 
Our editors weigh in on: the Football Schedule 
Aaron Ransdell 
asst. sports editor 
Game of the Season — @ South Carolina, 
Nov. 30: I can't stress enough how important 
this game is to Clemson. This could be for 
a national title trip, but another loss to the 
sisters of the South will be detrimental to the 
career of Swinney. One of the most important 
things in college football is beating your rival. 
Beating your rival means you win recruits, 
which means you win more games, which 
means you win more titles. The Georgia 
game is big, but if Clemson drops this game, 
Swinney's seat will be getting very warm indeed. 
Trap Game — @ Syracuse, Oct. 5: This will 
be Syracuse's first ACC game since joining the 
conference, and I'm concerned with the level 
of play Clemson will have up in New York. It's 
not a common ttip to go up north and play 
inside, but to add on the excitement of the 
team's first game in a new conference doesn't 
settle right with me. For Clemson to avoid this 
mistake, they are going to have to maintain 
focus to escape the Carrier Dome with a win. 
ACC Lock of the Season — Georgia Tech, 
Nov. 14: I no longer fear the triple-option as 
much as I used to, and the Jackets are coming 
into Clemson late in the season. By that point 
in the season, Tech players are getting fed up 
with the inconsistent success of the option. 
The game is a night game on a Thursday, so 
I know that the Valley will be rocking, and 
the Tigers will shut down the Jackets and 
emerge   from   that   night   game   victorious. 
Robbie Tinsley 
sports editor 
Game of the Season — Florida State, 
Oct. 19: In all honesty, you could say any 
of the three big games for this spot, but 
unless Clemson wins this game, it is hard to 
imagine another scenario than Florida State 
repeating as Atlantic Division champions. 
Beating Georgia or South Carolina would 
do wonders for smack talk, but your first 
priority every year should be winning your 
conference. Therefore, the first date to circle 
on  the  calendar is  the  19th  of October. 
Trap Game — Boston College, Oct. 12: 
Going along with the first category, this is the 
game that has to give you at least some cause 
to pause if you are a Clemson fan. Boston 
College tends to play a very disciplined style 
of football and too rfiany mistakes when 
the Tigers have one eye on the Seminoles 
could be fatal. With the game falling on the 
university's fall break, a less-than-stellar home 
crowd might not be able to pull their Tigers 
out of any ruts they may find themselves in. 
ACC Lock of the Season — Wake Forest, 
Sept. 28: I have all the respect in the world 
for Coach Jim Grobe, but I think his days 
of making Wake into a thorn in the rest of 
the ACC's side are gone. The Tigers' offense 
should be kicking into gear around the end of 
the season's first month, and this could be a 
game where freshmen like Germone Hopper 
andTyshon Dye might have a chance to make 
an impact in some rare ACC garbage time. 
Free baseball proves cosily as Winthrop wins in 11 
A sacrifice fly proved to be the difference as the Eagles win, 3-2. 
STAFF REPORT 
Leighton Daniels scored on 
Clay Altman's sacrifice fly in the 
11th inning to lift Winthrop 
to a 3-2 win over Clemson at 
Doug Kingsmore Stadium on 
Wednesday afternoon. The 
Eagles improved to 3-5, while 
the Tigers fell to 5-2. 
Eric Ruth (1-0), the last of 
six Winthrop pitchers, earned 
the win by allowing two hits, 
no runs and one walk with 
three strikeouts in two innings 
pitched. Freshman lefty Sam 
Kmiec pitched 4.2 strong innings 
in his first career start. 
Matt Campbell (0-1) suffered 
the loss, as he allowed one hit, 
one unearned run and no walks 
with two strikeouts in his 1.1 
innings of work. 
Daniels led off the top of the 
11th inning with a double down 
the left-field line and advanced 
to third on a passed ball with 
no outs. Two batters later with 
one out, Altman hit a fly ball 
to shallow right field. Duggar's 
throw home beat the runner by 
multiple steps, but catcher Kevin 
Bradley could not catch the ball 
after the in-between hop, and 
Daniels scored the unearned run. 
In the bottom of the 11th 
inning, Wilkerson led off with a 
line-drive single to center, then 
the next two Tigers were retired. 
Wilkerson then stole second, but 
Jay Baum grounded out to third 
to end the game. 
After the game, Clemson 
Head Coach Jack Leggett 
lamented his team's offense after 
their tepid day at the plate. 
"We didn't have many chances 
to score because we didn't get many 
guys on base," Leggett said. "We 
had too many guys who didn't 
have a great games, and when that 
happens, it's tough to build innings. 
Clemson will play No. 7 
South Carolina in a three-game 
series at three different sites this 
weekend beginning Friday at 
6:30 p.m. at Doug Kingsmore 
Stadium before moving to 
Greenville, then Columbia. Austin   Krieger   (3)   scores   one   of  Clemson's   two   runs   on   the   day   after   a   Garrett   Boulware   pinch-hit  single.   __^ 
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Dezerea Bryant clocked her best time of the season to win the 60-meter dash. 
FOURTH from page Cl 
sweep, the Tigers were all across 
the board of Satuday's running 
finals. Bryant clocked in at 7.27 
in the 60 final and a season- 
best 23.22 in the 200. Stormy 
Kendrick finished runner-up in 
the 60 at 7.33 and third in the 
200 at 23.64, which are both 
season bests. Kendrick has now 
received 14 all-conference honors 
in her career. The only ones to 
have more are Clemson hall- 
of-famers Jamine Moton and 
Kim Graham. 
Wesh received a third straight 
ACC title in the 400 dash. The 
senior from of the commonwealth 
of Virginia posted a time of 52.84, 
yet another season-best, en route 
to her victory. 
She is the first ACC female to 
win three straight in the quarter 
mile race since North Carolina's 
own Monique Hennagan 
accomplished the feat from 1996- 
98. Keni Harrison placed third 
and took away the bronze with 
a time of 53.82 — a personal 
best that is tied for fifth place in 
Clemson's record books. 
Wesh was second leg for the 
4x4, teaming up with Harrison, 
Nnenya Hailey and Fluker for a 
season-best time of 3:36.12. It was 
the women Tigers' fourth straight 
4x400 meter gold medal at the 
ACC Indoor Championships. 
On the men's side of the track, 
senior Brunson Miller became 
the Tigers' first gold medalist in 
the men's 400 since Otto Spain in 
2003, who won with a personal 
best time of 46.49. Miller did 
not slow down in the final 
event. When he took the baton 
they were in third place, but 
he pushed the Tigers back into 
the lead heading into the final 
home stretch. 
The Tigers managed to run 
a time of 3:11.36 to win their 
second 4x4 in the last three years 
at the ACC Indoor meet. He 
teamed up with fellow Tigers 
La'Mont Jackson, Spencer Adams 
and Ryan Mangone, who won 
his first ever ACC title thanks to 
their victory. 
Rollins extended her ACC 
title-winning streak to two in the 
60-meter hurdles where she finished 
at a meet record 7.90 in the final to 
finish with a 1-2-4 finish. 
Harrison finished runner-up 
with a personal best 8.13, and 
freshman Hailey finished fourth 
at 8.50. Rollins would then earn 
the silver medal in the 200 with a 
time of 23.36. 
Adams claimed the gold in the 
men's 60 hurdles for yet another 
year. The red-shirt senior made an 
ACC Championship record with 
a time of 7.68. He is the first 
Clemson men's athlete to win the 
event in consecutive years since 
Sultan Tucker back in 1999-2000. 
Freshman Tevin  Hester made 
noise last Saturday by earning 
the bronze in the 60-meter and a 
fourth-place finish in the 200. He 
was timed at 6.64 in the 60, tying 
for the sixth-best time in school 
history. Reggie Lewis placed 
fifth in the 200, and Millner 
placed sixth. 
Marcus Maxey and Harrison 
both had runner-up performances 
in the hurdles with Maxey 
running a time of 7.83 and 
Harrison finishing with at 8.13, 
a personal-best, in the women's 
final. Harrison's time places 
at No.3 on the Tigers' all time 
performance chart. 
Ty McCormack ran a personal 
best in the men's 3K, scoring in 
his second event on Saturday. 
McCormack produced a time of 
8:13.13 and even held first place 
at one point before eventually 
falling to take sixth place. 
Jasmine Brunson achieved all- 
conference status for the second 
consecutive year in the triple 
jump, finishing runner-up with 
a mark of 42 feet, 7.5 inches, yet 
another season best for the Tigers. 
Mimi Land added a point with a 
mark of 40 feet, 10.25 inches. 
Marcus Brown came away with 
silver in the men's shot put, an 
event that produced 13 points 
as Cory Thalheimer took fourth 
place. Brown produced a mark of 
57 feet, 6.25 inches, a personal 
best, while Thalheimer was 
marked at 56'0. 
Email: info@scdialogue.org    I     Phone: (864) 982-4846 
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BRADLEY HAIDER 
STAFF WRITER 
As MLB teams head for the 
sun dropped skies of Florida and 
Arizona, the start of baseball 
season is drawing near. This 
spring, several former Clemson 
Tigers baseball players will 
continue their journey up the 
rings of the minor league ladder 
with the dream of reaching the 
major leagues. With several 
former Clemson players scattered 
throughout the different levels of 
the minor leagues, here's a look 
at how some recently graduated 
Tigers are progressing in their 
professional baseball careers. 
Kyle Parker 
1 he former Clemson baseball 
and football player has been 
progressing nicely through the 
Rockies system. The outfielder 
was drafted by Colorado with the 
No. 26 pick of the first round 
of the 2010 MLB Draft. Parker 
got his first taste of pro ball 
during the 2011 season with the 
nearby Asheville Tourists, the 
Rockies single-A affiliate. Parker 
had a decent first season but 
struck out too much. In 2012, 
Parker headed west to Modesto, 
CA to play for the Modesto Nuts, 
the Rockies advanced-A affiliate. 
Parker had a good season playing 
for Modesto in the very hitter 
friendly California League. He hit 
.308 with 23 home runs and 73 
RBIs. He also posted a .976 OPS. 
Parker showed a lot more 
discipline at the plate in his 
second season, cutting down on 
his strikeouts and drawing more 
walks. He was hampered by injuries 
toward the end of the year, which 
prevented Parker from playing in 
the Arizona Fall League. Jonathon 
Mayo of MLB.com currently ranks 
Parker as the No. 5 best prospect 
in the Rockies organization. Parker 
will be in the Rockies major league 
camp but expect him to spend 
most, if not all, of the season at the 
double-A level. 
Brad Miller 
The former Clemson 
shortstop was named the ACC 
player of the year in 2011 and 
has continued to play at a high 
level in the minor leagues. Miller 
was drafted in the second round 
of the 2011 MLB draft by the 
Seattle Mariners. After signing 
with Seattle in the summer of 
2011, Miller hit .415 in 14 games 
for the Clinton Lumberkings, 
Seattle's single-A affiliate. The 
strong showing in his rookie 
season paved the way for Miller 
to start the 2012 season with the 
High Desert Mavericks, Seattle's 
advanced-A affiliate. Miller, much 
like Kyle Parker, took advantage 
of the hitter-friendly California 
League. In 97 games with High 
Desert, Miller hit .339 with 11 
home runs and 56 RBIs. He 
also showed skill on the base 
paths, stealing 19 bases. Miller 
also posted a .936 OPS and was 
named to the California League 
All-Star game. 
Miller was promoted to the 
Mariners' double-A affiliate, the 
Jackson Generals, toward the end 
of the season. Miller appeared 
in 40 games for Jackson and 
continued to tear the cover off 
the ball. He hit .320 with a 
.882 OPS. The big question with 
Miller is, where does he fit on 
the field? His sometimes shaky 
defense combined with Seattle's 
crowded middle infield makes a 
future at shortstop seem unlikely. 
Regardless, if Miller continues to 
hit at this pace, he will find his 
way to Seattle. Jonathon Mayo 
of MLB.com ranks Miller as the 
Mariners' No. 8 prospect. Miller 
is taking part in Seattle's major 
league spring training. 
Richie Shaffer 
The star of last year's Clemson 
baseball team was selected by the 
Tampa Bay Rays with the No. 
25 pick of the first round in the 
2012 MLB Draft. After signing 
late last summer, Shaffer was 
assigned to play with the Hudson 
Valley Renegades, Tampa's short- 
season-A affiliate. Since Shaffer 
signed late in the season, he only 
logged 33 games with Hudson 
Valley but still managed to put 
up solid statistics. Shaffer posted 
a .308 batting average with 26 
RBIs and 4 home runs. Despite 
his average Shaffer struck out 31 
times in 33 games, a number that 
he has to decrease if he wants to 
move up the minor league ladder. 
Shaffer did post an .893 OPS even 
with his high amount of strike 
outs. Much like Brad Miller, the 
question with Shaffer is where he 
fits on the field. During his time 
at Clemson, Shaffer played both 
first and third base. 
Shaffer played third base for 
Hudson Valley but as he moves up 
the ladder, third might not be his 
long-term home. Questions about 
his range and Evan Longoria's 
presence in Tampa could force 
Shaffer back to first. A move 
to right field might also be an 
option. Jonathon Mayo of MLB. 
com ranks Shaffer as the Rays' No. 
9 prospect in the organization. 
Mike Freeman 
Another key contributor 
from Clemson's 2010 College 
World Series team, the former 
Tiger second baseman was an 
llth-round pick by the Arizona 
Diamondbacks in the 2010 
draft. Freeman has" moved up 
the ladder in the Diamondbacks' 
organization, spending last 
season with the Visalia Rawhide, 
Arizona's advanced-A affiliate. 
Freeman hit .309 with three home 
runs and 59 RBIs. 
Freeman proved to be an asset 
on the bases, stealing 30 bases 
out of 34 attempts. Freeman did 
not post a high OPS, which is 
attributed to his fairly low slugging 
percentage, but Freeman does not 
profile as a power hitter. Look for 
Freeman to play this upcoming 
season with double-A Mobile. 
Tyler Colvin 
On the major league front, 
former Clemson outfielder 
Tyler Colvin had a breakout 
year with the Colorado Rockies. 
After struggling with injuries 
and limited playing time for his 
first three seasons in Chicago, 
Colvin appeared in 136 games 
for Colorado. He hit .290 with 
18 home runs and 72 RBIs. 
Even though he batted .290, 
Colvin only posted an on base 
percentage of .327, which is due 
to his high strikeout total and 
drawing only 21 walks. He still 
posted a .858 OPS by slugging 
.531. Colvin also finished fifth 
in the MLB in triples, belting 10 
three-baggers. 
There are also several other 
former Tigers going through 
the ranks of the minor leagues. 
Hopefully they all can reach their 
dreams of playing in the major 
leagues and paint the MLB orange. 
Mike Freeman's speed helped him steal 30 bases in 34 attempts (.882) a year ago. 
i 
Brad Miller has moved up to the Seattle Mariners' Double A affliliate in Mississippi. 
Richie Shaffer might have to move to first if he wants to play with Evan Longoria. 
TimeOut Clemson's guide for Arts and Entertainment 
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BREWVIVAL 
1,800 people braved the elements to enjoy great beer at the fourth annual Brewvival beer festival in North Charleston. 
Written By: Andy Burns/Managing Editor & 
Michael Mudge/Staff Writer 
"Thank God for beer, that's why we're here," David Merritt, 
owner of Coast Brewing Co., said, effectively summing up last 
Saturday's fourth annual Brewvival beer festival. Co-hosted by Coast 
and the Charleston Beer Exchange, Brewvival featured more than 40 
breweries and over 130 unique beers. 
From local breweries like North Charleston's Holy City Brewing 
Company and Athens' Terrapin Beer Company to heavyweights 
like Chico, California-based Sierra Nevada Brewing Company and 
Delaware's Dogfish Head Craft Brewery, Brewvival certainly packed 
a punch. Brouwerij Hof ten Dormaal, from Tildonk, Belgium, even 
made an appearance. 
Since its inception in 2010, Brewvival has made a name for 
itself in the Southeast and beyond. The festival owes its thanks to 
the Pop the Cap legislation passed in 2007, which allows beers with 
over 5.0 percent ABV to be sold in South Carolina. Spearheaded by 
Coast owner David Merritt's wife, Jaime Tenney, the new legislation 
allowed for the creation of festivals like Brewvival. 
Despite forecasts for rain and possible lightning, attendees 
showed up in full force at the sold-out event and endured the 
Tough Mudder-like elements for six hours. The Tiger went to Tough 
Mudder in Society Hill, S.C., last October, and we can honestly 
say that the mud was just as bad in North Charleston. Several lost 
shoes were seen abandoned in the mud with one even serving as a 
makeshift coaster. 
Even with the rain and mud, people just didn't seem to mind. 
From first time festivalgoers, like ourselves, to experienced beer 
connoisseurs, everyone in attendance appeared united by a common 
theme: a love of great beer. 
"A lot more people came out than expected with the rain and all," 
Merritt said. "It's muddy, but we're getting a lot of enthusiasm," Ken 
Grossman, owner and founder of Sierra Nevada, added. Featuring 
live music from Justin James & Co., Graham Worley and the 
Kingston Springs, the 1,800 strong enjoyed unlimited sampling and 
unlimited mud. 
Coast Brewing, located on the old navy base in North Charleston, 
hosted the event on the field adjacent to theit brewery. After long 
lines last year, the organizers trimmed the available tickets from 
2,500 to 1,800. However, shorter lines and a larger beer selection 
also made for a heftier price tag of $65 per person. 
We're sure our fellow attendees would agree with us when we say, 
"It was worth it." The quality and quantity of craft beers available was 
incredible. "The beer lineup is amazing. You bring out stuff here that 
you don't bring anywhere else," Josh McGee, a brand representative 
for Greenville-based Thomas Creek Brewery, said. 
Some-people, who may or may not have overindulged (not us), 
took advantage of the weather to wrestle in the mud and even create 
a slip 'n-sjide. But to keep the focus on beer, here are our favorite 
brews frorh the festival: 
120 Minute IPA— 15-20% ABV, American Double/Imperial IPA 
Dogfish Head Craft Brewery 
This beer stole the show for a lot of people. Not only is this beer 
incredibly rare and sought after, it has the taste to back up the hype. 
If there is something out there that has more hops, I'm not aware 
of it. Various varieties of hops are added throughout the brewing 
process from boiling to fermenting to aging all the way to filtering it 
through a Randell filled with dry hops before drinking it. The nose 
of the beer surprised me because of the lack of hoppy-ness and more 
of a boozy, bready smell. The taste was not a typical IPA and more 
of a hoppy barley wine because of the syrupy sweet taste and thick 
mouth feel. It was a real treat and something that I was sad to finish. 
Imperial Doughnut Break — 11.5% ABV, American Porter 
Evil Twin Brewing 
This particular beer was one I was looking forward to tasting a 
few months in advance and apparently so was everybody else, and for 
good reason. Imperial Donut Break is an American Porter made with 
toasted almonds, vanilla and coffee. The donut part comes from 100 
pounds of actual ready-to-eat donuts added to the beer during aging. 
The Imperial Donut Break had a nose of chocolate and vanilla and a 
taste to match with smooth chocolate and a vanilla finish. 
Barrel-Aged Bigfoot — 12.2% ABV, American Barley wine 
Sierra Nevada Brewing Co. 
Being a big fan of barley wines, Sierra Nevada's regular non- 
barrel aged Bigfoot barley wine is one I have had many times before 
and have always enjoyed. This beer was aged in wood barrels for two 
years to develop its flavor. The normal non-barrel aged beer is very 
upfront with its hops because it is an American style barley wine and 
the barrel aging process has mellowed that considerably. The barrel 
aging imparted a woody aroma to the beer just like it would a good 
boutbon along with a vanilla aroma. The taste was well rounded with 
a sweet vanilla fruit flavor that isn't present in the regular beer. 
Sexual Chocolate — 9.8% ABV, American Double/Imperial Stout 
Foothills Brewing Company 
I feel like the name describes this beer perfectly, but for the 
curious readers I will continue. If you are lucky enough to try this 
beer by camping outside the brewery until the release day or going 
to one of the few bars that have it on tap, you know why this beer 
is special. The smell of the beet is one of vanilla, licorice, dark fruits 
and, of course, lots of sexy chocolate. The taste of this delicious brew 
was of sweet chocolate, vanilla, molasses and dark fruits. 
Nitro Espresso Porter — 6.8% ABV, American Porter 
Founders Brewing Co. 
The original porter from Founders is one of my personal favorite 
beers and having it served on nitrogen was a real treat. A beer on 
nitrogen (Guinness) for those of you that have never had it tastes 
creamier and flatter than a normal beer. The Founders porter has 
a smell of dark chocolate and coffee. The taste is one of semisweet 
chocolate, and roasted malt with a milky mouth feel due to 
the nitrogen. 
The   Notorious   P.I.G.:   Mo'   Chocolate,   Mo'   Problems   - 
6.2% ABV, American Porter 
Holy City Brewing Company 
The Notorious P.I.G. made a porky splash at Brewvival last year 
as one of a few beers incorporating meat, but in a highly successful 
way — no fatty mouthfeel or greasy glassware, just a robust porter 
with a bacon soul. With all the local love for savory desserts - salted 
cararmels, candied bacon popsicles and the like — why not throw 
a little chocolate in the mix? Specifically, this is a chocolate potter 
dry-hopped with bacon (dry-baconed?), with a name continuing to 
pay homage to one Mr. Christopher Wallace. If you need someone 
to tell you who's hot and who's not after trying this, come see us 
(Brewvival Description). 
WHAT'S 
going 
Red Baraat 
The Grey E< 
Asheville, N.C. 
9 p.m. 
$10 
Medea 
Brooks Center 
8 p.m. 
$10 
Tumbleweed 
Wanderers 
Georgia Theatre 
Atlanta, Ga. 
8 p.m. ( 
$10 
Of Monreal 
9 p.m. 
$19 
The Whipping Man 
Woolfe Street 
Playhouse 
Charleston, S.C. 
7:30 p.m. ( 
$20 V 
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Winnie Mae's Presents: 
Savannah Mozingo 
TimeOut Editor 9l Merck Mountain Music Festival 
Clemson's weekends see a mass exodus of students, particularly 
in the spring. Reasons for this range from homesickness to just 
being sick of school, but the point is that we as students feel that 
any chance of finding an adventure and having fun can't be 
found anywhere short of an hour's drive. Greenville, Atlanta, 
Asheville — anything happening is happening "out there." The 
charms of a small town are only so great for so long and this 
far into the school year, the shiny veneer is wearing a little thin. 
Merck Mountain Music Festival is going to prove that wrong. 
Starting this Friday, March 1 at 11 a.m., 48 hours of music, 
camping and crafts are going to be happening right in the Clemson 
and Central area. Several acres of a private reserve have been opened 
up exclusively for Winnie Mae's to host this event. Merck Festival 
will feature local craft beers and music from many homegrown 
favorites including Clemson's own Dear Sleeper & DJ 
Rho. It goes to show that vegetables aren't the 
only things the farmers at Winnie Mae's are 
growing; it's a lifestyle and mentality. 
ACSA is community- 
supported agriculture 
where a group of 
people get 
Festival Info: 
• 310 Browning Road in Central. 
•March 1-3, 2013 
• Gate opens at 11 a.m. on Friday, March 1 
• Tickets: S10 advance, $15 at the gate 
together to share collective ownership and support a farm that's 
recognized as being safe and sustainable. It's a way to apply and 
practice a conscious lifestyle in the world. 
This is close to what Winnie Mae's does. Director and 
founder, Elijah Montgomery, wound his way back south 
after several years in the California and Seatde culinary scene. 
The Clemson graduate returned to see if he could take what he'd 
learned about the path from farm to plate and implement the concept 
into a new market. Wth this theology, Montgomery founded 
Winnie Mae's with the intent to help form links between the 
growers and consumers. It's meant to be more than a transaction; 
it's a comprehensive community on several levels including food, art 
or music. For labeling purposes, it's a farm but Montgomery and his 
team see it more as a greenhouse of creativity. It promotes a lifestyle 
that supports living in an ecologically sensible and sustainable 
manner. By working to do good through small, local avenues, they're 
doing their part to make the world as a whole a better place. It 
is a matter of realizing how much Clemson and Central as 
a community is connected and how one person's actions 
affect another's. 
It's a mentality people maybe thought the world 
had lost. Before laws and transport and the needs ofij 
humanity got too complex, before thousands of 
miles and several hours passed between products 
and their origins, before globalization became 
cannibalization — before all this, there was a 
better plan, a simpler plan that didn't 
marginalize the small, independent provider. Under the direction of 
Montgomery, a team of dedicated workers makes up the brainchild 
that is Winnie Mae's. They endeavor to revert back to simplicity, to 
peel back the unnecessary layers of complexity that surround the 
simple. Through ecologically sensible action, the team is striving 
to make the world a better place through and through. They make 
what they can, and when they can't they support local farmers and 
producers who can with charitable donations. Putting a proverbial 
seed in the ground. Getting to know one's neighbors. Engaging the 
surrounding community. 
Merck Mountain Music Festival is the first community initiative 
of its type that Winnie Mae's has put together. It's a response to 
the students who say they leave on weekends because there's    ^-t 
nothing to do or who feel Clemson lacks its own cultural 
hub. Initially it began as the result of an offer. A friend 
of the business's offered the use of his land, musicians 
offered to play; everything seemed to fall into place. 
Then there came a young girl named Dakota. She sits 
in her wheelchair, bound by Aicardia Syndrome. 
jBut whileiinable^tomove herself, she moved 
his   festival   in   a  whole   new   direction. 
^Reaching out to help her and her famil 
; part of Winnie Mae's ideals of fosterin 
community members;   10  cents oi 
very dollar will be given to her. Me 
fountain   Music   Festi 
hie beginning of what many hope wit 
ecome a Clemson/Central tradition. I 
proof that if there's enough gu 
nd passion, the world can t 
changed and there's no be 
ilace   to   start   than   01 
own backyards 
For more information visit: Merck Mountain Music Fest 2013! Facebook page 
Laura Lamantia 
Staff Writer iL 
There are many points during life at which we choose to take 
risks. Whether this is as obvious as taking a risk by skydiving or as 
subtle as risking higher cholesterol by eating cookies, we take risks 
everyday. Wouldn't it be nice if there were ways to completely 
avoid or at least minimize these risks? Luckily, there are ways to 
avoid or minimize risks taken during sex via abstinence or safe 
sex practices. 
It is very common for people to have polar opposite beliefs 
about abstinence. This split usually occurs due to religious 
and spiritual values. While some believe it is a sin to have sex 
before marriage, others do not see anything wrong with having 
sex outside of a married, or even committed relationship. Every 
individual should make this choice based on his or her own values 
and lifestyle preferences; there is no right or wrong decision. 
When making this choice, however, it should be noted that 
even non-religious individuals might have reasons for practicing 
abstinence before marriage or even lifelong abstinence. Although 
many people are enticed by the idea of sex, many choose to resist 
temptation to avoid the risks involved with sexual behavior. 
Strict abstinence is defined as restraining from sexual 
intercourse or other sexual activities with a partner and is the only 
way to avoid all risks involved with sexual behavior including 
but not limited to vaginal intercourse. That's right, STIs can be 
The London Souls 
Theatre 
Ather 
The Have Nots! 
Theatre 99 
Sexpert: Abstinence & Alternatives 
caught from sexual behaviors such as oral and anal sex. With 
every variation of intercourse, there is a small risk of unintended 
pregnancy. When unprotected sex, chances of an unintented 
pregnancy increase. These risks often become realities as one in 
every two Americans will have an STI at some point in their 
lifetime and up to 50 percent of all pregnancies are unintended. 
Clearly, these risks are not to be taken lightly. Those who choose 
to practice strict abstinence are not at any risk of contracting 
an STI or becoming pregnant. Others may be abstinent in that 
they choose to abstain from intercourse but still engage in sexual 
behaviors ("outercourse"). These people are still at risk of catching 
an infection as STIs can result from oral sex. Clearly, abstinence 
is a very appealing option. However, it is common for people 
to struggle with becoming abstinent because they fear it will 
ruin their relationships or that their peers will judge them. It is 
important that everyone makes a decision about abstinence based 
on their own personal beliefs and values. 
Although abstinence is definitely an option worthy of 
consideration, you may decide abstinence simply isn't for you. 
Those who choose to engage in sexual behaviors are taking risks, 
which can be minimized by safe sex practices. To ensure the safety 
of your health, future and any potential partners, it is important 
to stay informed and educated about the products available to 
help maintain a healthy sex life. 
There are over 25 different types of STIs caused by a variety of 
viruses and bacteria. In order to protect yourself from contracting 
an infection, you should take preventative measures by practicing 
safe sex. The most common way to prevent STIs is by use of a 
condom. Condoms should be used with every sexual encounter. 
During female oral sex, a dental dam, a thin sheet of latex, can be 
used to prevent the spread of STIs. Note that oil-based lubricants 
should not be used with condoms, as they may cause condoms 
to break. In addition to condom use, sexually active individuals 
may request a potential sexual partner to be tested for STIs before 
engaging in sexual activity. This is an easy way to make sure you 
are not putting yourself in a high-risk situation. To learn more 
about STIs, please visit https://www.medinstitute.org/faqs/how- 
many-stis-are-there-and-what-are-their-names/. 
Not only are condoms effective for preventing STIs, they can 
also be used to prevent pregnancy. Condoms fall into a larger 
category of contraceptives called barrier methods. Barrier methods 
simply use a physical barrier to prevent sperm from reaching an 
egg. Another popular method of contraceptives is birth control 
pills. This method falls into the category of hormonal methods. 
Hormonal methods control the hormones that influence the 
reproductive organs and the process of becoming pregnant. Yet 
another method, called natural family planning, is based on 
analyzing a woman's fertility cycles. These descriptions were only 
very brief looks at the options for birth control. Check out my 
next article to learn more about contraceptive methods! 
Swing Dance 
The Handlebar 
CU Symphonic Band 
Brooks Center 
Creole Choir of Cuba 
Brooks Center 
Songs of Water 
The Grey Eagle 
Asheville, N.C. 
11 p.m 
FREE 
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THIS WEEK'S 
RELEASES: 
Optica 
Shout Out Louds 
TimeOut says: 
Swedes definitely know their 
electronic. "Optica" is a gentle 
working of strings and electroid 
strutting. It's nothing groundbreaking 
but nothing short of catchy either; 
there's something worthwhile in 
staying tuned to see what they 
produce next. 
Amok 
Atoms for Peace 
TimeOut says: 
Bass threads through haunting, airy 
vocals for some seriously hypnotic 
compilations. The collaboration driven 
by Radiohead's Tom Yorke maps out 
a groovy new world. 
Anxiety 
Autre Ne Veut 
TimeOut says: 
R&B and groovy electronica had a 
baby and named it "Anxiety." The 
vocal work remains clear, if simple, 
and pairs well with squawking sax. 
This is the sound of when the future 
and the past first met. 
Somewhere Else 
Sally Sharpio 
QJ 
e 
TimeOut says: 
The Swedes are just tearing it up this 
week. Nothing new here but a solid 
60s pop influence comes out every 
few songs making it generally 
listener friendly. 
Perspective with Chipper McCall 
Joshua S. Kelly 
Columnist 
When you go to this spring's BFA Student 
Exhibition entitled "Metamorphosis: A Natural 
Embellishment," (on display at the Lee Gallery from 
April 29 to May 3 — mark your calendars now!) you 
might find yourself looking at the work of senior 
Chipper McCall and thinking, "This ... this is 
garbage." And, what you may find surprising is that 
you would be completely right. 
"I have always been intrigued by the vast 
scale, and seemingly unstoppable development of 
humanity," Chipper told me this week when I sat 
down to interview him about his studio practice. 
"Specifically, I have been drawn to the byproducts of 
[human] growth; the waste that it produces." 
Despite the fact that the majority of his 
sculptural work is constructed from found trash and 
his paintings focus on neglected areas and subjects 
of human development, Chipper's work is far from 
something you would find in a city dump. His 
sculptures demonstrate a keen attention to detail 
and an effective combination of humor and wit that 
challenge the viewer to think critically about the 
impact human society has made on our world in the 
name of development. Best of all, Chipper's work has 
a captivating aesthetic that does not leave you with 
the feeling that you are being preached at; it merely 
encourages you to ponder the relationship between 
our expansion as a species and the environment we 
are displacing as a result. 
This is what he had to say when I sat down with 
him to talk about his work: 
Timeout: Why come to Clemson for art? 
Chipper McCall: I originally came to Clemson 
to study architecture. Although, I realized after 
about a semester that my real interest, and talent, 
was in studio art. I guess it helped that I couldn't 
pass math or physics to save my life, and those are 
essential tools to constructing a building. 
TO: What is your concentration and why? 
CM: Technically I'm concentrating in sculpture, 
although I also spend a fair amount of time painting. 
As simple as this sounds, I've always enjoyed making 
things. As a sculptor, one has the ability to use 
literally any material available and make just about 
anything you can think of. That level of freedom 
is hard to come by these days, and the thought of 
spending my life turning ideas into physical reality is 
very appealing to me. 
TO: What is the main concept behind your 
current work? 
CM: My current work addresses the somewhat 
untamed nature of our society's growth, and the 
many physical byproducts that are a result of that 
growth. As pessimistic as this sounds, I try to draw 
similarities between our growth and that of a mold 
or virus. 
TO: Do you have any special methods or 
techniques you use when making your art? 
CM: Haha, I wouldn't say there's anything 
special about my methods. I generally spend very 
little time planning and just try to see where my 
work ends up taking me. It is easy to waste a lot of 
time sitting around thinking about how something 
could turn out, so I usually try to make decisions as 
I go along and just see what happens. 
TO: Why do you work in several mediums? 
CM: Well, my passion lies in sculpture, but 
that is not always the best way to get across an idea, 
you know? With sculpture you can make a physical 
object, but things get a bit complicated when you 
attempt to create an entire scene or landscape. With 
painting, drawing and printmaking you can create 
or depict an entirely new world. Whereas sculpture 
is often placing an imagined object into our reality, 
other mediums allow you to make a window into 
another reality altogether. I like to think it's good to 
be flexible when it comes to making art, so I try to 
mix things up every so often. It really just depends on 
the idea I'm trying to get across as to what medium 
I work in. 
TO: You work a lot with trash and found objects, 
why is it that you find yourself drawn to these 
materials? 
CM: It all sorta goes back to this idea of growth I 
have recently been interested in. You see, some of the 
best evidence of our expansion lies in the physical 
waste we leave behind. To put it simply, more 
people, more trash. I am not trying to come across 
as a society hating tree-lover, but it is simply the 
facts of life. What I am really trying to critique 
is how much of this stuff we take for granted; 
something that is an "absolute must own object" 
one day ends up in the dump the next. I like to use 
these discarded items in my work in order to bring 
them back into the public view. Plus, I think there 
is something manly and barbaric about digging 
through the trash. 
TO: Are you showing work anywhere? 
CM: I've blessed the public by putting my junk 
all over the place. I currently have a piece installed 
on the outside of Lee Hall, as well as all over my 
front porch and living room. Seriously though, I 
have a print in a show at the Patrick Square Gallery, 
and at the end of this semester I'll have my senior 
thesis work on display in the Lee Hall Gallery. I 
have also entered a number of pieces in competitions 
throughout the southeast, and with a shred of luck, 
may actually get an email back from one of them. 
As I mentioned above, Chipper's work will be 
on display at the end of the semester in the Lee 
Gallery. Additionally, Chipper is one of 17 senior art 
students currently traveling around New York City 
on an annual trip hosted by the art department. To 
check in on his, and the other students' activities 
while in the Big Apple, follow the blogs found at 
http://wwwdev.clemson.edu/caah/art/travel/index. 
html for daily updates. 
Chipper's sculptures feature a worn and rusted look. 
Looks Like We All Need a Pep Talk 
Matthew Castello 
Staff Writer 
" 
By now, you should have taken a quick break 
from your "Harlem Shake" marathon to scroll on 
over to the Kid President ("A Pep Talk From Kid 
President") YouTube video which has been sweeping 
the nation. If you haven't seen it, here's a quick 
synopsis: a young kid (wearing a business suit and tie, 
no less) looks out to you, the viewer, for a solid three 
and half minutes imploring you to act and make a 
difference in the life you've been given. He delivers a 
serious message but provides his own comic relief as 
well, and for a little guy he packs quite the emotional 
punch. So now that you've undoubtedly come back 
to this article after having thrown it aside to go catch 
up on yet another memorable YouTube clip, here's 
my little pep talk to you, the Clemson student, to 
help you get through the next day (regardless of the 
fact that tomorrow is Saturday. Save this article and 
read it Monday instead). Keep in mind, though, 
that my speech considerably pales in comparison to 
Robbie's. #KidPresident2040 
"So you've woken up in God's country yet again. 
And it doesn't matter whether you believe in a God 
or another almighty being. The fact of the matter 
is that you woke up and get to experience another 
awesome day in this beautiful college town. Take 
a look over at the sunrise if you don't believe me, 
but just remember not to be too ornery throughout 
the day if you were in fact actually awake for the 
sunrise. Today brings another opportunity to prove 
yourself and all that you're capable of. Fueled by a 
delicious Schilletter breakfast, today is your chance 
to shine among your peers. So you have that test in 
a little while? Big deal. Paper due later in the day? 
No problem. You've got this on lock. You've prepared 
for this moment and by believing in yourself, you 
will achieve great results. Anything this day throws 
at you, you know you can brush off with conviction 
because you're a Clemson Tiger. Rawrr. 
With it being later in the year, you may find 
yourself hitting that snooze button and skipping 
classes on a more regular basis. You can do better 
than that! Throughout your life there will be boring 
and pointless meetings you will be required to attend, 
so you might as well get used to that whole drill now. 
You could make the argument that you're paying for 
the degree and not your classes themselves, but when 
you look back in how ever many years, won't you 
be disappointed if you didn't get the whole college 
experience? Including classes? Okay, maybe not. 
But I know some of my greatest, albeit limited, 
college memories so far involve weird or notable 
things happening in class. Plus, if you make it look 
like you genuinely care, maybe at the end of the 
year your professor will be more accommodating 
to your slacking quiz or homework grades; if that's 
your style. 
You also may be finding it your prerogative 
to get your Schwarzenegger on as of late in 
preparation for spring break, because as studies 
have shown, beach bods get the babes. So hit that 
TigerFitness or Gold's Gym hard and leave no room 
for weakness. 110 percent! It's steadfastly becoming 
that time of year when the sun stays out longer and 
our luscious campus green spaces become that much 
more enticing. Go out and seize your chance for 
play and fun, getting fit and ready for a nice week- 
long break. 
If you're a freshman, congratulations on almost 
making it to the halfway point of your second 
semester. There's achievement in that. And if you're a 
senior, congrats on seeing the light at the end of the 
tunnel. However don't be too frightened when your 
first day out in the real world isn't as amusing as an 
episode of "Workaholics." For us sophomores and 
juniors, our job is to keep clicking away and look 
forward to ePortfolio's down the road. 
In their classic song, "Bohemian Rhapsody," 
Queen sings "Easy come, easy go, little high, little 
low." Going along with their logic, you might as well 
make the highs as lofty as possible and the lows as 
menial as can be. 
Good luck, comrades." 
■IHI^H 
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So, the 85th annual Academy Awards have come and gone. "Argo" walked away with the top prize. Not necessarily 
a surprise. On the other hand, it's not as if "Argo" walked into the ceremony with the gold statue already in the bag. 
Maybe that's what made this year a little more interesting than the past few—at least the awards aspect. 
There were no real guarantees. For instance, take last year. There was little if any doubt that "The Artist" 
had Best Picture on lock. Even look to the year before that — alright, so maybe some people considered 
"Avatar" the favorite, but really, as much as people wanted to proclaim it the frontrunner, I think we all 
knew deep down it wasn't going to edge out the competition (which was totally fine by me, by the way). 
But this year, it really was a crapshoot. Now like I've said, my favorite movie of the year 
was "Silver Linings Playbook", but I had a feeling it just wasn't in the cards this time around — 
as is the standard fate of my favorite pictures. But I did really like "Argo." It wasn't like the 2011 
ceremony where I was content "Hurt Locker" won simply because I really didn't want to see "Avatar" 
win. Keep in mind I don't really consider "Hurt Locker" worthy of a top nod — I'd call it good, 
not great. "Argo" on the other hand, I can get behind that. And after Ben Affleck got snubbed 
on a Best Director nomination, well, I'm not saying for that alone he deserved an award, but it 
definitely must be a nice vindication for the guy (not to mention I liked his acceptance speech too). 
Now the ceremony itself, well, it equated more or less to an episode of host Seth MacFarlane's 
"Family Guy" — 35 percent of the jokes were funny, but when it wasn't funny you laughed. This 
formula doesn't particularly bode well when it comes to hosting primarily because there's a bit of a 
difference between when just you and three friends don't laugh as opposed to an entire auditorium of 
an industry's elite. Seth Macfarlane is by no means the worst host in the history of the Oscars, but he 
was by no means great; very mediocre in fact. Band of like, I don't know — "Family Guy?" Alright, 
no real major complaints, but let's just say here's to hoping they take it in another direction next year. 
Overall, I did enjoy the ceremony this year. It's always nice to take a night off to just appreciate 
movies. At least it is for me. Oh yeah, and this year's beard trend was awesome. Clooney's the man. 
The Dining Hall Mocha 
Krista Wunsche 
Staff Writer 
If your wallet is habitually empty, your sleep schedule means 
more sleep during the day than the night and you're never without 
a cup of coffee, chances are you're either a poor vampire who 
drinks blood out of coffee mugs or a college student during a 
crunch week. Most of us have experienced at least one day that 
felt as if our survival depended on a cup of coffee — or better yet, 
a fancy coffee drink. After all, a real pick-me-up doesn't mean a 
cup of plain coffee; it means a triple mocha frapp-tastic wonder. A 
fancy coffee drink can boost your mood even as it takes its toll on 
your poor, empty, college wallet. But what if I told you that you 
could have your wallet and drink your fancy coffee too? With a few 
supplies, most of which can be found in the dining halls, and a bit of 
creativity, you can become your own barista. Here's what you'll need: 
Coffee (found in both Schilletter and Harcombe) 
' Whipped cream (found by the waffle supplies in Harcombe) 
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1 hot chocolate packet 
o Cinnamon (occasionally by the ice cream in Harcombe) 
Dissolve your packet of hot chocolate into a hot cup of coffee, 
and stir well. Add a spoonful of whipped cream to top, and sprinkle a 
pinch of cinnamon onto the cream. If you're feeling extra schmancy 
you can drizzle chocolate sauce or honey on the top. Make sure not 
to overdo it on the cinnamon because no one wants to accidentally 
take the cinnamon challenge. If you don't have hot chocolate 
packets available, you can take a plain cup of coffee and put whipped 
cream on top. This is a just as delicious drink, while not a mocha, 
it is known in Germany as Melange, Mozart's favorite coffee drink. 
THEATERS 
TODAY; 
21 and Over 
TimeOut says: 
If you've seen 'The Hangover," 
then you've already seen this 
movie. This time around, they're 
just younger and there's no baby. 
Jack the 
Giant Slayer 
TimeOut says: 
There's love and there's violence 
and there's some super tall people 
trying to stamp out the hero. Who 
will win? Well, we know that but 
the ride will be fun, if predictable. 
Phantom 
TimeOut says: 
Another historical suspense 
thriller that is going to keep 
audiences gripping their seats. 
Even though we know how it ends 
if we paid any attention to the past 
12+ years of school, Robinson still 
makes it enthralling. 
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Pasatiempos 
The Impossible Quiz 
1. What is the U.S. state with the smallest population?: 
A. Wyoming 
B. Hawaii 
C. Maryland 
D. Rhode Island 
2. How many times has the US hosted the Olympics? 
A. 4 
B. 8 
C. 10 
D. 12 
3. Who was the SNL cast member with the longest 
tenure at 14 years? 
A. Dan Akyroyd 
B. Will Ferrell 
C. Darrell Hammond 
D. Seth Myers 
4. What year was the world's first Premier Minister, 
Sirivamo Bandaranaike of Sri Lanka, elected? 
A.1960 
B  1961 
C.1970 
D.1975 
5. How many seats are in the House of Lords? 
A. 200 
B. 350 
C. 567 
D. 760 
6. Keggy the Keg is the unofficial mascot of 
which university? 
A. University of Georgia 
B. Dartmouth 
C. Portland State University 
D. Vassar College 
7. What year was Facebook created? 
A. 2000 
B. 2002 
C. 2004 
D. 2005 
8. Who was Clemson's longest-serving president? 
A. Henry Aubrey Strode 
B. Walter Merritt Riggs 
C. Henry Sims Hartzog 
D. Robert Cook Edwards 
9. Which of these indigenous tribes is NOT found 
in Africa? 
A. Baganda 
B. Ngoni 
C. Bribri 
D. Japadhola 
10. In order to be considered functionally literate in 
Chinese, one must know how many characters? 
A. 500 
B. 1,000 
C. 3,000 
D. 5,500 
Beat the Editor 
KatelynWrobel 
Editor-in-Chief 
llllltllllllllllMIIIIIIIIIMItilllllUllUlltlllMlllllilllllllllllllllllllllltllMIIMIIIIIIIIItll 
Katelyn's answers: 
1. A. Wyoming 
2. A. 4 
3. C. Darrell Hammond 
4. B. 1961 
5. B. 350 
6. C. Portland State University 
7. C. 2004 
8. B. Walter Merritt Riggs 
9. C. Bribri 
10. C. 3,000 
Compare your answers with Katelyn's 
by checking on the top of D6! 
The Tiger TimeOut 
Do you like baked goods? 
WE DO! 
Write for TimeOut! 
Email 
timeout@thetigernews.com 
FIND RUSTY AND 
FRIENDS! 
Rusty the Bear and his friends are hidden 
somewhere inside this edition of The Tiger. 
Of course, they are much smaller than this. 
Good Luck! 
Horoscopes 
AQUARIUS 
Jan. 20-Feb. 19 I 
Something sexy this way conies. If you'te 
feeling good, it's because you are good. 
People are going to be drawn to you and 
your game is going to be ballin like crazy, a 
rare occasion for you. 
Feb. 20 - March 20 
Your metabolism is working super well 
^ this week — jealous. Eat that slice of cake 
because you might meet someone sweet. 
«; 
^ 
ARIES 
March 21 -April20 
You have been working toward a huge 
goal for months now and this week the 
» results are in! It will feel great to see all of 
that blood, sweat and tears (lots of tears) 
recognized and applauded. 
£) TAURUS 
April 21 -May 20 
What a sassy diva! The spodight will be on 
m you; work it. Your audience wants you to be 
your whole, unfiltered self. 
faM GEMINI 
/A\ May 21 ~June 2' 
You're going to give birth ... to a food baby! 
k  Pick a hard recipe that you've been too 
scared to try before and give it a go. This 
time it won't burn. 
';%^  CANCER 
>' June 22 - July 22 m?. 
Tired of putting up with your roommate; 
► the chance is going to come up for a new 
place. Get out of there and quick! The crazy 
you saw was only the beginning. 
LEO 
3fj^ July 23 ■Aug. 23 
Dynamic duos take two and you're going 
to be part of that equation. Maybe a friend 
W and you are going to take on a roadtrip or 
a love interest and you are finally making 
solid plans ... two is better than one. 
Hating your job hard-core right about now? 
VIRGO ^ts time t0 De proactive; that means getting 
W out there and looking instead of waiting for 
AUQ. 24 — Sept. 22       something because look how far that hasn't 
gotten you. 
*A LIBRA Sept. 23 - Oct. 23 
W     v 
£=gg    SCORPIO 
"'[%''    Oct. 24 - Nov. 21 
Tweet, blog and blurb. Be a shameless self- 
promoter this week. Chances are you might 
say something that sticks with others. 
It's important to make it a clean break. Stare 
your problem in the face and let go once 
and for all. Get everything out in the open 
but in the end, you need to walk away. 
A^'">  SAGITTARIUS 
[f^?   Nov. 22-Dec. 21 t s raining men. Finally. 
m, 
> 
CAPRICORN 
Dec. 22-Jan. 19 
This week will go to prove that you don't 
need to travel across the world for a 
cross-cultural experience. Don't put those 
brochures to Paris away quite yet though. 
SUDOKU Skill Level: ♦♦♦♦<><> 
3 9 8 7 
3 6 4 
4 5 
7 6 5 
9 1 2 
4 1 9 
2 3 4 9 8 
4 5 
1 2 
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CROSSWORD 
1 2 3 4 
' ' 
7 S 
' " 
11 12 13 
14 
" " 
17 
'" 
,. 
20 21 1 " 23 24 " 
26 27 28 29 II 31 
32 II 34 II 36 37 38 39 
40 41 II 43 
44 ■ " 46 1 " 
I48 49 1 - 51 
52 53 54 55 1 " 57 SB - 60 61 62 63 
64 1 " 66 1 - 68 " " 71 " " 
Across 
1- Tropical eel 
6- Highland hillside 
10- Tsp. and tbsp. 
14- Unaccompanied 
15- Covers 
16- Codger 
17- Big name in insurance 
18- Rhythm 
19- Gillette brand 
20- Tubular pasta 
22- Debt that remains 
unpaid 
24- "Shane" star 
25- Prepare to eat, in 
a way 
26- Compositions 
30- Internet writing 
system that popularized 
"pwn3d" and "nOOb" 
32- Tribute 
33- Pastoral poem 
35- Esther of "Good 
Times" 
40- Fatty 
42- Disposed to love 
44- "See ya!" 
45- Go it alone 
47- Em, e.g. 
48- Vaporize 
50- Acred 
52- Here and there 
56- Dull 
58- Elaborately adorned 
59- Devilment 
64- Authenticating mark 
65- Inclines 
67- Legal rights org. 
68- Faction of a group, 
often religious 
69- Beethoven dedicatee 
70- Narrate 
71- Lodge members 
72- They get high twice 
a day 
73- Pulitzer-winning 
biographer Leon 
Down 
1- Polite address 
2- Olive genus 
3- Campus mil. group 
4- Sigmund's daughter 
5- Every 52 weeks 
6- Unable to see 
7- Stiffly 
8- Foofaraw 
9- Fancy home 
10-Without in 
the world 
11- Sacred song 
12- Synagogue scroll 
13- Blank look 
21- Watering hole 
23- Back in 
26- Catchall abbr. 
27- Fizzy drink 
28- Split 
29- Mont Blanc, 
par exemple 
31-Airline since 1948 
34- Ricky's portrayer 
36- Algerian seaport 
37- Noisy 
38- Crescent-shaped 
figure 
39- Cornerstone abbr. 
41- Planet's path 
43- Treacle 
46- Spinster 
49- Beaten egg dish 
51- 1970 Jackson 5 hit; 
52- Deputised group 
53- Staggering 
54- Nosh 
55- Old sailors 
57- Wash lightly 
60- Detest 
61- Chilled 
62- Fashion mag 
63- Completely filled 
66- Lilly of 
pharmaceuticals 
Um, excuse me sir and/or 
madame. Please no peeking... 
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For the answers to 
this week's puzzles 
goto: 
thetiger news .com 
PHOTO OF THE WEEK 
BenHines "Let's hear it for the girl." 
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FOR SALE OR 
THE 
PIER 
Come for the water. Stay for the fneiuls. 
Planned Clubhouse & 
Amenities for 2013 
■ Lagoon Style Pool 
■ Hot Tub 
■ Sun Ledge with Fog Deck Misters 
■ Outdoor Fireplace 
■ Large Fitness Center with 
Cardio and Free Weights 
■ Coffee Bar 
■ Game Room 
■ Event Room 
■ Golf Simulator 
■ Study Area with Business Center 
■ Outdoor Grill and Tables 
■ Sand Volleyball Court 
■ Basketball Court 
■ 8-Acre Park with Benches 
Community Features 
■ 2, 3, 4, 5, & 6 Bedroom Cottages 
with an extra Vi Bath for Guests 
■ Waterfront Pier & Walking Trails 
■ 5 Minutes from Campus 
■ Private Shuttle 
■ Pet Friendly 
Cottage Features 
■ Wireless Internet 
■ Private Bedrooms and Bathrooms 
■ Granite Countertops 
■ Stainless Steel Appliances 
■ Washer/Dryer Included 
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Phone: 864 654 7549 for Leasing - 864 654 2200 for Sales 
www.thepieratclemson.com 
